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ABSTRACT 

This thesis concerns the design and construction of a closed-loop controlled 

matrix converter induction motor drive, using transputer parallel processors. The 

modulation algorithms used for the matrix converter are described. A 2.5 kW 

experimental matrix converter using IGBT switching devices has been constructed 

and tested. An analysis of the losses in the converter has been carried out and this 

gives good agreement with the measured losses. 

Two modulation algorithms, the Venturini algorithm and the scalar algorithm 
have been implemented in real-time on a network of parallel transputer processors. 

Experimental results are presented to compare the operation of these two algorithms. 

Open-loop constant V/F control of the matrix converter induction motor drive has 

been demonstrated. A controller has been designed to achieve closed-loop speed 

control of the drive system, employing the slip regulation technique. The 

experimental results under various operating conditions have verified the correct 

operation of both control systems. T'he indirect vector control technique has also been 

implemented. The results demonstrate the steady-state and transient performance as 

well as the regenerative operation of the drive system. The application of a matrix 

converter to a high performance induction motor servo drive rated at 2.5 kW with 

true four quadrant capability and minimum passive components has been 

demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Rapid technical advancements in power sen-dconductor and microprocessor 

technology over the last 15 years have released the induction motor from its previous 

position as a fixed speed motor. Traditionally, DC motors were used for variable 

speed applications despite the many advantages of the AC induction motor such as; 

lower cost, robustness, low maintenance and reliability. The reason for this was the 

ease with which DC motors can be controlled to provide variable speed operation 

with good dynamic response and four-quadrant capability. The improvement in power 

switches and microprocessor technology over the last 15 years has resulted in the 

development of many AC-AC converters which basically transform the fixed 

frequency AC supply into a variable frequency, variable voltage source such as 

required by the induction motor in variable speed applications. 

This thesis is concerned with a particular type of AC-AC converter known as 

the matrix converter. Before considering this in more detail however it is instructive 

the briefly review AC-AC converter circuits in general. AGAC converter topologies 

may be classified into three categories, depending upon the type of internal power 

transfer link; 

- DC link 

- AC link 

- Direct link 

DC Link: The DC link converter is the most common AC variable speed 
drive system used in the market [1]. It consists of two stages. Firstly, the AC power 

supply is converted to DC by means of a rectifier circuit. Secondly, the DC voltage 
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is converted to a variable frequency, variable voltage AC output by an inverter 

circuit. The configuration of the DC link results in two types of converter: The 

Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)[21 and the Current Source Inverter (CSI)[3]. The VSI 

has a large filter capacitor across the inverter input terminals which maintains a 

constant DC link voltage. The inverter provides an adjustable-frequency voltage 

source in which the output voltage is essentially independent of load current. On the 

other hand, the CS1 is supplied with a controlled current provided by a large 

inductance connected in series with the inverter input. In this case the load current 

is controlled rather than the load voltage. The inverter output voltage is dependent 

upon the load impedance. One difficulty that is encountered with the VSI circuit fed 

from a diode rectifier is its inability to regenerate power back to the supply. An 

increasingly popular way of overcoming this limitation is to use the so-called "back 

to back" circuit where the diode rectifier is replaced by a PWM inverter operating 

in the rectifying mode [1]. 

AC Link: The AC link converter is an alternative to the DC link converter 

which attempts to minimizing switching losses and reduce low-order harmonics. 

These converters employ a high-frequency resonant LC circuit in the DC link and 

therefore, they are also known as resonant converters. The form of the resonant 

waveform can be either an AC waveform. or an AC waveform. superimposed on a DC 

level which eliminates the need for bidirectional switches. Resonant converters make 

use of a zero-voltage and/or a zero-current condition at turn-on and tum-off in order 

to reduce switching losses [4-5]. The need for a higher number of switching devices 

and resonant components in addition to the complex control of bidirectional power 

flow is the major disadvantage of resonant converters. Therefore, at present resonant 

link converters cannot compete with DC link converters in the market place. 

The resonant circuit in the DC link can either be arranged in parallel (PRQ 

or series (SRC). In the PRC an LC resonant circuit connected in parallel to the input 

of ihe inverter provides an oscillation around the DC link voltage so that the input 

voltage remains zero for a finite duration in which the state of the switches can be 

changed, thus resulting in zero-voltage switching. The SRC is formed by connecting 
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the resonant circuit in series with the input of the inverter. The zero-crossing of the 

resonant link current allows zero-current switching as well as natural commutation 

of the inverter switches. Therefore, this topology can use relatively inexpensive and 

higher rating devices. In order to remove the need of the bidirectional switches for 

both the PRC and the SRC a DC bias voltage is added to the AC link voltage. 

Direct Link: Direct frequency changers (DFQ perform AC-AC conversion 

without the need for intermediate energy storage. With a properly operated set of 

switches the input lines are connected directly to the output lines. The DFC can be 

constructed in the form of a cycloconverter [11] or a matrix converter [12]. Both 

types suffer from the need for bidirectional switches which leads to a large number 

of switching devices and therefore, complex control [6]. 

The cycloconverter is used in high-power motor drives and slip energy 

recovery schemes [7]. The output frequency is usually limited to one third of the 

input frequency to operate with high efficiency. More complex cycloconverter 

designs have been proposed [8] which use forced-commutated or load-commutated 

techniques to provide a much wider frequency range. However, the need for a load 

which has the correct characteristics for the load-commutated cycloconverter and the 

increased complexity and cost of forced-commutated cycloconverters make these 

circuits unattractive. Other applications of the cycloconverter include voltage 

stabilization of transmission and distribution lines, correction of the power factor of 

drives and static conversion equipment and reduction of voltage flicker and voltage 

regulation of arc furnaces. 

This thesis is concerned with the matrix converter which is effectively a 
forced commutated, cycloconverter. The matrix converter consists of a matrix of 

bidirectional switch elements such that there is a switch for each possible connection 

between the input and output lines. In the 3-phase to 3-phase matrix converter there 

are 9 bidirectional switching elements as shown in Figure 1.1. The matrix can be 

switched to connect any output line to any input line provided that short circuit of 

the input and open circuit of the output (assun-dng an inductive load) are avoided. 

Control of the output voltage is achieved by switching between the allowed switching 
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states using a predetermined sequence such that the "average" value of the output 

voltage spectrum mainly consists of the wanted component plus high frequency 

components associated with the switching which can be removed with filters or by 

the inductance of the load [9]. On the supply side, the current is built up from 

segments of the three output currents and blank intervals during which the output 

currents are circulated through the converter. The input current spectrum mainly 

consists of a supply frequency component plus high frequency components which are 

circulated through input filters to leave a virtually sinusoidal supply current [ 10]. The 

converter is capable of operating at lagging, unity, or even leading fundamental input 

displacement factor regardless of the load displacement factor. The converter offers 

the advantages of- 

0 Four quadrant operation 
N Sinusoidal input and output waveforms 
N Minimum energy storage components 
0 Controllable displacement factor 

VA 

Dwvr VB 

vc 

ourpuT 

Figure 1.1 Switch Layout of the Matrix Converter 

Vb Vý 
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A disadvantage of the matrix converter is the fact that the maximum output 

voltage is limited to 86.6 % of the input voltage. In addition, its physical realisation 

is not straightforward due primarily to the absence of naturally occurring 

freewheeling paths. Consequently the timing of the switch actuadon signals is 

particularly critical. Table 1.1 shows a comparison of the AC-AC converters. 

Table 1.1 A Comparison of 3-Phase to 3-Phase AC-AC Converters 

No. of Device Number of Basic Passive Input Device Develop ment 

Converter Topology Controlled Quadrants Components Current Requirement Control 

l 

us Status 

(Diodes) Quality 

w ell 

Inverter 6(12) 2 1C Poor Tum-off Simple established 

- 4 Good well 

Back to Back 12(12) (Controlled) ic sinusoidal Tum-off Simple established 

RDCL Basic Parallel 6(12) 2 2C, IL Poor Tum-off Complex Emerging 

0 om 

RI)CL Basic Series 6(12) 2 21, IC Poor SCR Complex Emerging 

Parallel Kesonant. AC Very 

Link 12(24) 2 14 1C Poor Tum-off Complex 

- - 

Emerging 

7e ry 

Series Resonant AC Unk 12(24) 2 111 1C Poor SCR Complex Emerging 

well 

Cycloconverter 36 4 (Natural) 0 Sinusoidal SCR Complex established 

Matrix 18 (18) 4 (Natural) 0 

Good 

Sinusoidal Tum-off Complex Potential 

1.2 Review of Matrix Converter Developments 

The matrix converter topology was first proposed by Gyugyi and Pelly in 

1976 [11]. They extended the principle of the cycloconverter to obtain an unrestricted 

output frequency by using controllable bidirectional switching devices. T'he main 
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disadvantage of the original arrangement is that it generates large unwanted input 

current and output voltage harmonics which cannot easily be removed by filters. This 

problem was solved in [9-10,12] by Venturini who proposed a new PWM control 

algorithm. This algorithm provides sinusoidal input currents and output voltages with 

unrestricted output frequency and controllable input displacement factor. However, 

unfortunately the maximum output to input voltage ratio is 50 %. The Venturini 

control algorithm was extended by Mayturn and Colman [13] to increase the voltage 

ratio to 86.6 %. In [14] Alesina and Venturini published a rigorous mathematical 

proof of the maximum output amplitude capability along with modified version of 

Venturini original algorithm. This modified version allows a maximum voltage ratio 

of 86.6 % and fully controllable input displacement factor, within a limited range of 

voltage gain with respect to the output phase displacement. Other publications [15- 

181 have subsequently dealt with the modulation and analysis of matrix converters 

operating with the Venturini algorithm. 

In 1985 Ziogas et al [19-21] proposed some new algorithms in which the 

conversion process is considered in two stages with an intermediate fictitious DC 

link. Whilst these algorithms can produce a voltage ratio approaching 100 % the 

output frequency is restricted and the input current contains increased low order 

harmonics. Consequently, many of the attractive features of the matrix converter are 

lost. 

In [24-27] a new class of algorithms called scalar algorithms were proposed. 

These are based on the scalar comparison of the instantaneous input voltages and 

enable the drawing of sinusoidal input currents by applying the principle that the 

current drawn from each phase is proportional to the input voltage on each phase in 

every sampling time. The method used in [24-261 provides synchronous and 

asynchronous operation of the matrix converter with controllable input displacement 

factor. However, the real-time implementation of the control algorithm requires a 

large number of comparisons to be made at each sampling instant which is very 

demanding on processor time. The scalar algorithm proposed in [27] uses a two- 

phase-switching method instead of using three input line to line voltages. This 
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simplifies the real-time implementation of the algorithm, but sacrifices the control of 

the input displacement factor. 

More recently an output voltage control method using space vector 

modulation has been proposed [28-30]. This control algorithm uses a PWM method 

which is claimed to provide a considerable improvement of the output voltage 

waveforms. However, this improvement is obtained at the expense of a degradation 

in the quality of the input current waveforms. 

The unrestricted frequency changing properties of the matrix converter mean 

that it can also be used as an AC to DC converter (rectifier) or as a DC to AC 

converter (inverter). These properties have been explored in detail in a number of 

publications by Holmes and Lipo [31-33] although it is difficult to see where this 

approach would have significant advantages over the conventional circuits. 

Other more recent publications have been concerned with increasing the 

efficiency of the matrix converter by minimizing the switching loss [34-371. This has 

been achieved by employing either zero-current at turn-on or zero-voltage at tum. -off 
( which requires additional components in the bidirectional switch structure) [34-35], 

or semi-soft current commutation proposed in [36-371. 

1.3 Project Objectives 

The overall objective of this project was to investigate the application of 

matrix converter technology to induction motor drives. Tlie first objective was to 

build a reliable power circuit rated at 2.5 kW based on IGBT devices. To evaluate 

the possibilities the following types of drive of increasing sophistication were to be 

developed using this power circuit: 

I- Open loop drive with volt/hertz control of flux, 

2- Closed loop drive with slip regulation and volt/hertz control of flux, 

3- Closed loop drive with vector control of the torque and flux producing 

components of stator current. 
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For a research and development drive a main requirement is that the system 

controller is easily modified (both hardware and software) to meet many 

specifications. To achieve this objective, a transputer parallel processor network 

controller was used that by its very nature provides such a system. 

Most of the previous publications on matrix converters have dealt specifically 

with modulation algorithms or with aspects of power circuit design. Very few 

publications have considered complete drive systems or the problems associated with 

implementing the modulation algorithms in real time where the output voltage 

demand is continually varying (as it does in a vector control scheme for example). 

Throughout the project therefore, the principal focus has been the ultimate 

development of a reliable closed loop vector controlled matrix converter drive that 

has servo performance and true four quadrant capability rated at 2.5 M This final 

objective has been met and the real possibilities of using the matrix converter as the 

basis for both low performance and high performance drive systems have been 

shown. 

3.4 Structure of the Thesis 

In Chapter two, the modulation algorithms, namely Venturini's algorithm and 

the scalar algorithm which are used in this work are described. The method to control 

the input displacement factor regardless of the load displacement factor using 

Venturini's algorithm is presented. The maximum output voltage limitations of the 

matrix converter are discussed and the modified Venturini's algorithm which is 

capable of achieving the maximum output voltage is given. 

Chapter three considers the physical realization of the matrix converter power 

circuit. A controllable switching device for the prototype converter is chosen by 

considering the current state of semiconductor technology. A bidirectional switch is 

constructed from a suitable combination of unidirectional switches. A gate drive 

circuit which does not require an additional isolated power supply is designed for 

driving isolated gate switches. A simple snubber circuit for each bidirectional switch 
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is arranged to limit the device voltage. 

9 

In Chapter four, the semiconductor losses in the matrix converter are 
investigated. The protection of the prototype converter against severe overvoltages 

and overcurrents is discussed. The prototype is tested with a passive R-L load and 

experimental results are presented. Finally, the efficiency of the converter is 

measured and the total losses are compared with the calculated losses. 

Chapter five outlines the real-time implementation of the Venturini algorithm 

and the scalar algorithm on a transputer network. The design and operation of the 

interface circuits used for voltage, current and motor speed measurements and PWM 

generation are considered. The dead-lock protection of the prototype converter is 

described. The pulse steering circuits and the shutdown protection circuit are 

discussed. 

Chapter six investigates the real-time implementation of open-loop and closed- 
loop control of the matrix converter induction motor drive on a transputer network. 
In open-loop, a constant Volt/Hertz control strategy is used for the speed control of 

the induction motor. The slip regulation technique is also implemented to 

demonstrate the closed-loop operation of the drive system. Practical results are 

presented to show the transient and steady-state operation of the control strategies on 

the induction motor. 
Chapter seven deals with the ultimate objective of this project which is the 

implementation of the field-orientation control technique (vector control) to the 

matrix converter induction motor drive using Transputer parallel processors. The 

indirect vector control strategy is used since this requires no alteration to the basic 

induction motor. However, the experimental rig is able to implement the other control 

strategies for evaluation, without major hardware changes. Experimental results are 

given to demonstrate transient and steady-state operation of the vector control 

strategy. The results also show the regenerative operation of the matrix converter. 

Chapter eight presents the conclusions and possibilities for further work. 



CHAPTER 2 

MATRIX CONVERTER 

MODULATION ALGORITHMS 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the matrix converter modulation algorithms that have 

been used in this work, namelY the Venturini algoritlun [9-10,12,141 and the scalar 

algorithm [5-7]. Other modulation strategies have been proposed [15,22,27-291 but 

are not considered here. 

The first section describes the Venturini algorithm including the method for 

controlling the input displacement factor of the converter. The maximum output 

voltage limitations of the matrix converter and the method to achieve the maximum 

possible output voltage of the converter are discussed. A form of the Venturini 

algorithm that is particularly suitable for real-time implementation is then given in 

the next section. Finally, the scalar modulation algorithm which has been proposed 

as an alternative to the Venturini algorithm is discussed. 

2.2 The Venturini Control Algorithm 

The matrix converter connects any output line to any input line by means of 

nine-bidirectional switches constructed in a matrix form, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

Note that throughout the thesis, uppercase subscripts (A BQ denote the input phases 

and lowercase subscripts (a b c) denote the output phases. Only one of the switches 

on each output phase can be closed at any particular time. The output voltage 

waveforms are therefore reconstructed from chops of the three input voltages. 
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To consider the modulation problem we assume that the switches in the 

converter are ideal that the input voltage waveforms form an undistorted balanced 3- 

phase set. The input voltages can therefore be written as; 

VA(t) cos(co 
SO 

VB(t) cos(co, t+27c/3) 

LVC(t)j Lcos(coit+47c/3) I 

(2.1) 

The Venturini algorithm provides a control of the switches, SA. 
9 SBaq 

... qSce so that 

the low frequency parts of the synthesized output voltages V, 9 Vb, V, and input 

currents IA9 IB, Ic are purely sinusoidal with the prescribed output frequency, input 

frequency, amplitude and input displacement factor. The switches on each output 

phase are closed sequentially and repetitively and we define tA, 9 .... tc, as the on time 

for SA. 9 ..., S. within a sequence. The sequence time, T, is defined as the sum of the 

switching times; 
Ts 

-= tA&+tB&+tCa = tAb+tBb+tCb ý tAc+tBc+ý-x = 1/fs 

where; fs is the switching frequency and is constant (ie each sequence has the same 

length). 

2.2.1 Output Voltage Waveforms 

During any particular sequence the average value of the output voltages, V. (t), 

. 
(t) in Figure 2.1 are V,, (t) and V. 

t 21c tB. 47c tca 
V. (t) = Vi. COS(Cq) Aa 

__ + Vi. COS(Cý. t+ + K-. COS((q+ 
T, -37. -3 T, 

tAb 2n tBb 4x tcb 
Vb(t) = 1ý-'Cos(oý-*T, + V"Cos((ý1+73 )-Yý + K-'Cos((ýt+73 )'T, (2.2) 

ý-. Cos((V) 
tA, 

+ K.. cos(oy+ 
21c)t,, 

+ V,. Fos(cý. t+4.! )tcf T. 3 7ý 3 Ts 
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VA 

VB 

vc 

Figure 2.1 The Matrix Converter Switch Layout 

12 

The resulting output voltage waveforms pLre discontinuous functions which consist of 

chops of the three-input voltages. In general, the output voltage spectrum depends on 

input voltage, frequency and the switching strategy. However, the low frequency part 

of the output spectrum depends mainly on the average output value in each sequence 

providing that 21ff, >> (oi, co.. 

If the switch times are dynamically modulated in a sinusoidal. manner at o)., 

whilst maintaining a fixed sequence time T, a variable output phasor rotating at an 

output frequency (0. = (Oi + co. can be obtained. This can be validated as follows: 

The switching times for three-output phases are; 

vvv 
abc 
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T 
tA 

a3 '(1 +2qcos((o. t+O)j 

to. 
ý'(1+2qcos(co. 

t+E)-L)) Output Phase a 33 
T 41c 

tca 1(1 +2qcos((o,. t+O--)) 
33 

tAb 
T 

(1+2qcos(cý. t+O- 
41c 
3 

L(1 
+2qcos(cý, t+O)). Output Phase b (2.3) 

tBb 
3 
T 27c 

tCb 
-.! (I +2qcos((omt+O - 33 

tAc =T (1+2qcos(oý. t+O- 
21r 
3 

tBc = 
L, 

(I +2qcos((ý, t+o _ 
4n)) Output Phase c 

3 
T 

tc, (1 +2qcos(oý. t+0)) 

Where 0 is the relative phase and q is the voltage ratio. 

A control matrix, M(t) is defined to satisfy the condition below; 

V, Q) = M(t). K. (t) (2.4) 

where the elements of M are the duty cycles of the 9 switches. 

The M(t) matrix can be derived by substituting Equation 2.3 into Equation 2.2. 

Hence, 

(I +2qcos(A)) 

M(t) (1+2qcos(A- 
4x 
3 

1(1+2qcos(A- 27c 
FT 3 

(1+2qcos(A- 21c 
3 

1 (1 +2qcos(A)) T 

(1+2qcos(A- 4, x 
3 

(1+2qcos(A- 
3 

1(1+2qcos(A-L7c)) (2.5) 
3 

(1 +2qcos(A)) 

where; A= Gý. t+O, 
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If the control matrix in Equation 2.5 is substituted into Equation 2.4 then, 

vy) 1 (1 +2qcos(A)) -5, 

Vb(t) (I +2qcos(A - 
4z 
3 

K(t) 
1 (1 +2qcos(A -. 

27c 

LJ 
[73 3 

(1 +2qcos(A - 
2n 
-3 

(1 +2qcos(A)) 

(1 +2qcos(A - 
41c 
-3 

1 (1 +2qcos(A - 
47c » -3 

x 2ir 
(1 +2qcos(A -. 

L» V. cos«». t+-) 
im 43 

(1 +2qcos(A» 17j"pos(0)it+ 
41r 

JL3 

If the matrix multiplication in Equation 2.6 is performed it simplifies to; 

V. (t) cos((O"t+O) 

COS((O,, t+O- 4x Vb(t) 
3 

Iýw cos(co,, t+O- 
2n 
3 

where; 0<q :50.5 and 0). = (0i + (0. 

14 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

This shows that the matrix converter operating under the Venturini algorithm 

provides a set of sine waves at a frequency of co., amplitude q-Vj and a relative phase 

at t---O of 0. 

It should be noted that if (q. is negative and I co. I> coi then the phase 

sequence of the output voltages is reversed (CO, < 0) and this allows, for example, an 

induction motor to be driven in both directions. Other specific cases worth noting are 

co,. =0 which gives the same input and output frequencies (o),, = co) and (o. = -coi 

which gives a DC output (Co. = 0). 
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2.2.2 Input Current Waveforms 
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If we assume that the converter is connected to a three phase resistive- 

inductive load with load phase angle, 0., the output currents can be considered to be 

a three phase set of sines; 

ia(t) COS(W. t+O) 

cos(caýt+0"+. 
L) 

(2.8) 3 

0) 41c 

L -1 L3j 

assuming 0 is zero for simplicity. 

The input line current consists of the sum of three switch currents connected to the 

same input line. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. It should be noted that here, the 

action of the switches is in the reverse manner to the construction of the output 

voltage waveforms. Therefore, the nature of the input current may be determined by 

the multiplication of the transpose of the control matrix, M(t) and the output currents. 

ý-(t) = "(t)i, (t) 

14 SAh 

SA. 

31% 
- Is I& 

Sab 

lb 
Ilk 

lb 

3jk 

-10 

Sca 
Is 

IC SO 
Ilb 

Sc. 
Ic 

(2.9) 

Figure 2.2 The Layout of the Switches for the Cuffent Synthesis 
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If Equation 2.8 and the transpose of the control matrix in Equation 2.5 are substituted 

into Equation 2.9 then; 

'A(t) (I +2qcos(A)) 

IB(t) 1(1+2qcos(A-2n 
-3 

IC(t) I (I +2qcos(A _ 
4ic)) 

-5,3 

I (I +2qcos(A - 
4n 
3 

(I +2qcos(A)) 

(1+2qcos(A- 
27c 
3 

1 (1 +2qcos(A - 
21c I,,. COS((I),, t+0+0,, ) T3 

1 (1 +2qcos(A - 
47c 

". Cos((O"t+0+0,, + 
2n 

3 -3 

1 (1 +2qcos(A)) Iý. COS(CO,, t+0+0,, + 
47c 

JL 
-3 

where; A= co. t+O, co. = (o.; -o)i 
Equation 2.10 can be simplified to yield; 

A(t) cos(w+ý) 

COS((Oit+O. - 
4z 
3 

ic(t) cos((oft+O,, - 
27c 
3 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Thus, the average current drawn from the supply is a balanced 3-phase set at 

the input supply frequency, coi and with displacement factor equal to the load 

displacement factor cos(ý. )- 

It is possible however to repeat the analysis of Section 2.2.1 using co. = +q. 

+ (0i I (called the negative phase sequence mode) rather than co, = [w, + COJ (called 

the positive phase sequence mode). 7his gives the same output (negative phase 

sequence) voltages given by Equation 2.7 but the phase angle of the input currents 

is reversed so that; 
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'A(t) cos((ýI-O) 

IDW 
qIý. 

cos(coll-00- 
41c ) (2.12) 3 

IC(t) cos((q-ý. - 
2n ) 
3 

As a result of this an inductive load characteristic can be changed into a capacitive 

characteristic at the converter input tem-dnals and vice-versa. 

2.23 Input Displacement Factor Control 

In order to achieve a controllable input displacement factor two converters can 

be connected in parallel supplying the same load. While one of them provides 

positive phase sequence (a). = (oj+(q, ), the other provides negative phase sequence 

((o. = -(oj7(o. ) as explained by Equations 2.11 and 2.12 and the phasor diagrams 

given in Figure 2.3. However, the same result can be obtained with a single 

converter, in which the duty cycle of each switch is the average of the duty cycles 

of the corresponding switches in the two converters. As can be seen from Figure 2.3 

it is possible to operate with unity, inductive or capacitive displacement factor at the 

converter input terminals regardless of the load displacement factor. 
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Figure 2.3 Variation of Input Current Phase Angle with Various Operating Modes for Lagging Output 
Current 

The modulation algorithm, M(t) is redefined to achieve this action. Hence, 

(1 +2qcos(A)) 

M(t) = 
'a, (1+2qcos(A- 4a 

3 

(1+2qcos(A- 27c 

L3 

(I +2qcos(B)) 

(1+2qcos(B- 
27c 

33 

(1+2qcos(B- 47c 

L3 

(I +2qcos(A - 
27c (1 +2qcos(A- 

47c 
33 

(1 +2qcos(A)) (1 +2qcos(A _ 
27c 
3 

(1 +2qcos(A - 
41r (I +2qcos(A)) 3 

(2.13) 

(1+2qcos(B-. Lu)) (I +2qcos(B _ 
4n 

33 

0 +2qcos(B - 
47c)) (1 +2qcos(B)) 3 

(1+2qcos(B)) (1+2qcos(B_ 27c)) 

3j 

where; 
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co. t , at 0= 

II 
a2 = I-a, = _'fl-taný, cotoj 

, 41 +tanýj cotoj 2 2 

arctan[(a, -a, ) tanO,, ] q 
V" 

widi 

> (a, -a2) > 0: 5 q: 5 
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Assuming for example an inductive load the converter input characteristic can be 

made resistive, inductive or capacitive as follows; 

ot, = a2 , resistive characteristic (unity input displacement factor) 
cc, > cc2 

, inductive characteristic (lagging input displacement factor) 

cc, < m2 , capacitive characteristic (leading input displacement factor) 

The converter output voltage, V. (t) and input current, ý#) can be calculated using the 

equations given below if the low frequency part of input and output waveforms are 

only considered; 

V, P) = M(t) VP) 

ii(t) =M '(t) ý(t) 
(2.14) 

It should be noted that Equations 2.14 are only valid for q<0.5. As shown in Figure 

2.4, for variable output frequency the output voltage is limited to half the input 

voltage so that the average output voltage does not exceed the minimum level of the 

input voltage. This voltage limitation is a disadvantage of the matrix converter when 

compared to the standard DC link PWM inverter. 

2.2.4 Maximum Output Voltage Improvement 

The output voltage waveforms of the matrix converter must be kept within 

the envelope of the three-phase input voltage waveforms. Hence, the maximum 

output amplitude is obtained from the instantaneous minimum input voltage range. 
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Figure 2.4 Sinusoidal Output Voltage Referenced to the Three-phase Input Voltage 

That is; 

20 

mino ; wt S 2x 
(Ki--Vill0l) = max Og w., 2x (Vom-V,,,,, i,, ) 

If the input and output waveforms are substituted into Equation 2.15, then; 

3 Vi = NF3 V. 'T 

Therefore, the maximum possible output voltage becomes; 

v= 
F3 

Vi = 0.866Vi 
`2 

(2.16) 

The methods for achieving the maximum output voltage are described in the 

foHowing section. 
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2.2.5 Third Harmonic Addition 
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If a third harmonic of the input voltage waveform of amplitude (1/4)Vi is 

added to each of the target output waveforms then the maximum output voltage 
increases to 75% of the input voltage [13]. Consequently, the target output voltage 

set becomes; 

V"(t) = os(o). t+(k- 1) 2z 1 Kpos(RýI)]' 
1V-C 

3 k-I 

v 
where; 0< :50.75 

The third harmonic addition causes the neutral point of the output voltage waveforms 

to move with respect to the neutral of the input waveforms. However, this does not 

affect the operation of the load since there is no neutral connection between the 

supply and load of the matrix converter and consequently, the third harmonic 

addition causes no current flow in the load. Figure 2.5 shows the input and output 

voltage waveforms for this case. In order to further increase the maximum output 

voltage a third harmonic of the desired output frequency of amplitude (1/6 V. ) is 

added to each of the target output voltage waveforms [131. This increases the 

maximum output to the theoretically optimum value of 86.6% of the input voltage. 

Figure 2.6 shows the target output voltage waveforms within the envelope of the 

three-phase input voltages. The target output voltage for this case is given by; 

V. (t) = os t+(k-l)L7c Kcos(Rýt)- 1 V. cos(3(ot)] 
3 [VIC ((j)-l 

3T, k*1 
(2.18) 

v 
where; 0 :5 -L! :50.866 1ý- 
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Figure 2.5 The Input and Output Voltage Waveforms for'. 
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2.2.6 Modification of the Venturini Algorithm for Maximum Output Voltage 

In [14] a modified form of the Venturini original algorithm is proposed 

which achieves maximum amplitude capability with input displacement factor 

control. However, the ability to control the input displacement factor decreases with 

increasing the output amplitude. The control matrix, M(t) is redefined as follows; 

m(0,0,0,0,0,0) m(2,4,2,4,2,4) m(4,2,4,2,4,2) 
M(t) = m(2,2,0,0,0,0) rn(4,0,2,4,2,4) m(0,4,4,2,4,2) 

(2.19) 

m(4,4,0,0,0,0) m(0,2,2,4,2,4) m(2,0,4,2,4,2)_ 

Each element of the control matrix is defined as; 
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Figure 2.6 The Input and Output Voltage Waveforms at Maximum Output Voltage Ratio of q=0.866 
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111111 
m1+Z1 (X, ) +zi (x2) --iZý 

(X3) 
-iZj (X4) + (XI9 X21 X31 X4' X51' Xd 

(2.20) 
1472 

sgn(v O(x, )+-4n4(x, ) aZll(x, )+a2Zjl(x. ) 
6F3 6F3 

where; 

a2 141 
0' 

with; 
tanoi (2.21) 

oi taný. 

(2.22) 
p 

F3 

a, =a and a. 0 if <0 

a2 =a and a, 0 ýr >0 

a, = a2 0 if =o 
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and; 

Zce(y)(t) = cos pco. +acojit .1 p 
(I 

+y 3) 

with the additional limitation; 

IpI+a<1 (2.23) 

In fact, the expression in the square brackets in Equation 2.20 corresponds to the 

desired output with unity input displacement factor and the two remaining terms, 

a,. Zll(xl) and a2. Z, -'(x2) are added to change the input phase angle, 01 according to 

Equations 2.21 and 2.22. 

2.3 A Simplified Form of the Venturini Algorithm 

A simplified form of the Venturini algorithm proposed by Kord [38] provides 

a control algorithm with unity input displacement factor and is suitable for real-time 

implementation. Instead of detecting the zero-crossing point of the input voltage 

waveform and timing everything from this, the simplified form of the Venturini 

algorithm is defined in terms of the three-phase input voltages at every sequence 

time. For unity input displacement factor the duty cycle for the switch connected 

between the input phase, P and output phase, y can be defined as; 

+-Lsin(cq+Nr, )sin(3, o1 (2.24) TPY = T, 
17' 

+3 
Vj2.9q. 

where; Tp : 0,2n/3,49/3 corresponding to the input phases A, B, C, respectively. 

q. : maximum voltage ratio, 0.886. 

q: demand voltage ratio 

and V. is; 

q. 
_I 

qV V, = qVicos(cot+4fý-ýVi. cos(3w. t)i-Z- j. cos(&ý-t) ,y 
(2.25) 
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where; T. : 0,21c/3,470 corresponding to the output phases a, b, c, respectively. 
Equations 2.24 and 2.25 are used for the duty cycle calculation of the 

switches in the implementation of open-loop and closed-loop control of the matrix 

converter induction motor drive discussed later in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The 

algorithm requires only the three-phase instantaneous input voltages to be measured 

and then, the input vector position is calculated using these voltages. The input and 

output frequencies of the matrix converter are totally asynchronised and therefore, 

closed-loop control is easily achieved by recalculating the switching duty cycles 

every sampling time for the demanded output frequency which is an output from a 

controller or user input. In the slip control technique discussed in Chapter 6 the 

demanded voltage ratio q and the output frequency co., are obtained directly from the 

controller and the control algorithm is executed using Equations 2.23 and 2.24. 

However, the vector control technique described in Chapter 7 provides a three-phase 

instantaneous output voltage demand with the output vector position. Consequently, 

only Equation 2.23 is used to implement the control algorithm. 

2.4 The Scalar Control Algorithm 

This method which is proposed in [24] uses the instantaneous ratio of specific 

input phase voltages to generate the duty cycles of the switches. The control 

algorithm is valid for both synchronous and asynchronous operation with adjustable 

input displacement factor, independent of the load displacement factor. According to 

the control algorithm during a sequence the average value of the output voltage for 

one phase is defined as; 
I 

Vo(t) = -T-4tKVK+tLVL+tMVMI = V-COS(Co. t) 

where; tK+tL+tm = 

Ile variable subscripts , K-L-M are assigned to any of the input phase subscripts, 
A-B-C according to rules given below; 
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Rule 1: M is the subscript for the input phase which has a polarity different 

than those of the other two input phases. 

Rule 2: K and L subscripts are assigned to the phases which share the same 

polarity, the biggest one (in absolute value) being L. 

The duty cycles are then given for one period, T, as; 

tL ý 
(Vý-Vm) 

VL (2.26) 2 
1.5Vi. 

tK =2 VK (2.27) 
1.5Vi,,, 

(2.28) (tL + tK) 

with the condition of 0 :5 (VK/VL) <1 

The target output voltage, V, used in the calculation of Equations 2.26 - 2.28 

is the same as that used for the Venturini algorithm given in Equation 2.25. 

Therefore, this control algorithm can also operate with the maximum voltage ratio 

of 0.866. From Equations 2.26 and 2.27 it can be seen that the converter switching 

patterns depend only on the scalar comparison of input phase voltages and the 

instantaneous value of the desired output voltage. 

This scalar control algorithm has also been implemented in the practical 

matrix converter to allow a comparison with the Venturini method. This is discussed 

further in Chapter 6. The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it requires very 

accurate knowledge of the three-phase input voltages because of the way in which 

the subscripts K, L and M are assigned to the input voltages. Any noise on the 

measurements at the zero crossing of the input line or phase voltages causes 

unwanted switching of the subscripts K, L and M between the input phases at this 

point. Therefore, a major error will occur in the duty cycle of the switching patterns 

according to Equations 2.25 - 2.27. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
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It has been shown that the matrix converter operating under the Venturini 

control algorithm provides sinusoidal input currents and output voltages considering 

ideal input voltage and output current waveforms. The maximum output voltage 

limitation of the matrix converter is 86.6 % of the input voltage. The method to 

obtain this maximum output voltage has been discussed. 

Ile Venturini algorithm which is capable of achieving the maximum output 

voltage and fully controllable input displacement factor was reviewed. A simplified 

form of this algorithm with unity input displacement factor was given and this is the 

form that has been used in the practical work. This algorithm simplifies the control 

equations and therefore reduces the digital implementation time. 

A scalar control algorithm based on the scalar comparison of the 

instantaneous input voltages has been discussed. This algorithm also yields sinusoidal 

input currents by using the principle that the current drawn from each phase is 

proportional to the input voltage on each phase in every sampling time. This 

algorithm has also been implemented in the practical matrix converter in order to 

make a comparison between the two algorithms. 



CHAPTER 3 

MATRIX CONVERTER POWER 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers the design of a matrix converter power circuit rated at 

an input voltage of 250 V line and an output current of 7.2 A. The problems 

associated with the physical realization of the power circuit are addressed and 

suitable solutions are given. 

The choice of controflable switching device is examined by considering the 

current state of semiconductor technology and the power rating of the prototype 

converter. A bidirectional switch is designed from a suitable combination of 

unidirectional switches. Voltage and current ratings of the power semiconductor 

devices are calculated for the prototype converter. 

A gate drive circuit which has a low component count and does not require 

an additional isolated power supply is designed for driving isolated gate devices. A 

simple snubber circuit is chosen to limit the device voltage to an appropriate level. 

Experimental results are presented to confirm the correct operation of the gate drive 

circuit and the snubber circuit. 

3.2 Bidirectional Switch Configuration 

Since there are no semiconductor devices available which can directly 

implement the bidirectional switching action required by the matrix converter it is 

necessary to fulfil this function from a suitable combination of unidirectional 
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switching elements. There are three possible configurations [39], a bridge structure, 

a parallel structure and a series structure as shown in Figure 3.1. The BJT represents 

a controllable device in Figure 3.1. However, this might be any controUable device. 

These are considered in more detail below. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 3.1 Bidirectional Switch Structures (a) Diode Bridge. (b) Parallel, (c) Series 

3.2.1 Diode Bridge Bidirectional Switch 

This configuration is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). This is the simplest arrangement 

and consists of a controllable switch inside a diode bridge. The semiconductor losses 

with this arrangement are high since there are always three conducting devices in the 

current path resulting in a high forward voltage drop. In addition, the diodes in the 
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bridge must be fast recovery types and this make the structure unattractive in terms 

of cost, especially at high switching frequencies. Another possible disadvantage of 

this structure is that the switching device has to carry the full waveform of the AC 

current since the device stays on for the negative part of the current waveform as 

well as the positive part. This results in a higher rating for the switching device. 

3.2.2 Parallel Structure Switch 

Figure 3.1(b) shows a structure which has two anti-paraUel switches with 

series blocking diodes. It has a lower forward voltage drop than that of the previous 

arrangement. It is necessary to use series blocking diodes with each device since 

most controllable switches cannot support large reverse voltages. The control of this 

bidirectional switch is much more difficult since the current polarity must be 

monitored and each device must be driven with respect to a different potential. This 

increases the complexity and cost of the matrix converter. 

3.2.3 Series Structure Switch 

Figure 3.1(c) shows a series structure bidirectional switch. There are two 

devices in anti-series each with parallel diodes. If MOSFETs are used in this 

structure the body-drain diode can be utilised provided that its recovery 

characteristics are adequate. 

This arrangement has been chosen for the prototype converter in preference 

to the other types since only one control signal is required because both switches are 

driven with respect to the same point. This makes the control circuitry much less 

complex and only one isolated driver is needed for each switch combination. Another 

advantage is that the forward voltage drop is lower or equal to that of the other 

switches. 
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In recent years advances in semiconductor technology have made available 

new switching devices and have enhanced the characteristics of existing power 

devices [7]. These technological advances have provided important progresses in 

power electronic control. The switching devices which are appropriate for use in the 

matrix converter are discussed below. 

Bipolar Junction Transistors(BjTs): BJTs are current controlled devices and 

require a large, continuous base current in the on-state due to their low current gain. 

They have high current carrying capabilities compared with MOS type devices. The 

current gain of BJTs can be considerably improved if they are used in a Darlington 

configuration. However, this results in a larger switching time with a higher 

switching loss. The switching frequency of BJTs is mainly limited by the storage 

time of the devices. 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors(MOSFETs): Power 

MOSFETs are voltage controlled devices designed for use at high switching 

frequencies. T'he rapid switching characteristics of MOSFETs give rise to relatively 

low switching losses except at very high frequencies. The conduction losses are due 

to the on-state resistance which is a function of the voltage rating of the device for 

a given die size [40]. MOSFETs achieve best silicon utilization at voltage ratings 

between 400 V and 600 V [7]. Above this voltage rating the device becomes 

increasingly unattractive due to the increasing on-state resistance. The limit of the 

power rating for single devices is approximately 600 V at 50 A currently. 

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors(IGBTs): The IGBT is a combination of 

the MOSFET and the BJT. It has the fast switching features of the MOSFET and the 

high power handling capability of the BJT. The IGBT is voltage controlled device 

and has a small on-state voltage drop. For instance, an IGBT with 1200 V, 600 A has 

a saturation voltage of 3V with current fall time of 200 nS. IGBTs are available at 

ratings of 250 V to 1700 V and 8A to 800 A. Figure 3.2 shows the circuit symbol 
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Figure 3.2 Ile Circuit Symbol of the IGBT 

of the IGBT. 
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The IGBT is now widely used in high power and medium frequency 

applications. Fast switching and easy control features make the IGBT suitable for use 
in switching power converters such as the matrix converter. IGBTs are easier to drive 

than BJTs and are capable of operation at higher switching frequencies. Ease of 

driving is particulary important in the matrix converter due to the number of switch 

elements [41]. MOSFETs have similar drive requirements to IGBTs but at high 

voltage and current ratings they are more expensive and have a higher forward 

voltage drop which makes the conduction loss unacceptably high. Although, the 

power rating of the prototype matrix converter is suitable for MOSFETs, IGBT 

switches have been used in preference to MOSFETs to demonstrate the possibilities 

of operating at higher powers using larger IGBT devices. 

3.4 Device Ratings 

In this section voltage and current ratings of the IGBTs and the diodes are 

calculated for the prototype matrix converter induction motor drive. In order to 

simplify the analysis an ideal matrix converter has been considered. Switching losses 

and harmonic distortions at the input and output ports are ignored. 
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The maximum voltage for any device in the matrix converter is the maximum 

voltage difference between the two lines of the three input voltages. Therefore, the 

maximum device voltage Vd. is; 

Vdm = F2. VL 

Where V, is the line to line input voltage. 

(3.1) 

For the prototype matrix converter the rated line to line input voltage is 250 V. Then, 

the maximum device voltage for both the IGBT and the diode is; 

Vd,. = F2.250 

Vd. =3 54 V 

3.4.2 Device Current Rating 

One output phase of the matrix converter shown in Figure 3.3 has been 

considered to calculate the device current rating. In the matrix converter the 

instantaneous output current for one output phase is the sum of the instantaneous 

currents in each device sharing that output phase as shown in Figure 3.3. lie 

mathematical relationship between instantaneous load and individual switch currents 

in Figure 3.3 is given by; 

IJO = I,. (t) + IO. (t) + lc. (t) (3.2) 

Tle mean value of the output current, I. is the sum of the mean value of the three 

switch currents as given below; 

TA. + 
TBa 

+ 7c. 
aa 

(3.3) 

If we assume that each bidirectional switch carries same amount of the Output current 

(this assumption is discussed further in Chapter 4) then; 
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(3.4) 

As shown in Figure 3.3 while SA,, and DA,, carry the positive part of the IA, 

waveform, SA, and DA. 
- carry the negative part. Assuming that the positive and 

negative current waveforms are the same shape, the mean current for each device is 

half of the total mean current for the switch combination and therefore; 

TA -a+ ýT Aa- 

7- A. A-. +TA7. 
- 

(3.5) 

Therefore, the mean value of the positive part of the Output current waveform is the 

sum of the three currents in the switches carrying the positive part of the switch 

currenL 

I Aa- 
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7:: = TA.. + T-- + T-- Ba+ Ca+ 

7. - (3.6) 
7A. 

+ 3 

Assuming a sinusoidal output current the mean value of the positive part of the 

output current waveform is; 

(3.7) 

where I. is the maximum value of the output curren 

The device current rating can be found by substituting Equation 3.7 into Equation 

3.6; 

I.. Iýff 
TA-'* -i-' 37c -T 

TA-. 
- - 

I. 
- 

6.66 

(3.8) 

Ile full load current of the matrix converter is 7.2 A. Hence, the mean current for 

both the IGBT and the diode using Equation 3.8 is; 

Id = 1.06 A 

The devices used in the prototype are IRGBC20U ultrafast IGBTs rated at 13 

A, 600 V at 25 OC and BYT12-800 fast recovery diodes rated at 12 A, 800 V with 

50 nS recovering time at 25 T. These ratings are significantly higher than the 

calculated stresses for 5 main reasons: 

1) The devices must be derated for operating temperatures above 25 T. 

2) Under certain conditions (as discussed further in Chapter 4) the current 

stress is not distributed evenly amongst the devices. 

3) The simple snubber design used in the prototype results in high peak 

currents in the devices at turn-on which the device must be able to handle. 
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4) The delay introduced between the drive signals of the devices causes 
voltage overshoot across the devices which must be controlled by the 

snubber circuit discussed in Section 3.6. 

5) Slip and vector control techniques for the induction motor as discussed in 

Chapter 6 and 7, respectively result in high transient output currents which 

exceed the steady state rating (approximately 150 %). 

3.5 Gate Drive Circuit 

Each bidirectional switch in the converter requires an isolated drive signal. 
The isolation can be provided using either pulse transformers or opto-isolators. Opto- 

isolators can work with unrestricted duty cycle ratios but a separate isolated power 

supply is required for each switching element resulting in a very large component 

count and cost for the drive circuitry. In addition, the opto-coupler can suffer from 

noise immunity problems and the isolated power supplies require careful design to 

avoid capacitive coupling problems due to the large dv/dt encountered. The main 

problem arising with pulse transformers is that the need for volt-second balance 

makes it difficult to obtain satisfactory operation with a wide range of duty cycles. 

With isolated gate devices such as IGBTs or MOSFETs however, this difficulty can 

be overcome if use is made of the inherent charge storage capability of the device 

input capacitance. A gate drive circuit using this principle has been developed for the 

prototype converter. The basic circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. This circuit 

has a low component count, does not require any isolated Power supplies and 

operates successfully with a wide range of duty cycle. 

3.5.1 Circuit Operation 

The gate drive circuit uses two low power MOSFETs (Q, andQ2) such as 

HýFDI 10. The principle of the circuit's operation is shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 

3.5(a) is the desired gate signal generated by the control logic for the bidirectional 
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switch pair comprising the IGBTs, SA., andSA, -. 
When this signal is applied to the 

primary of the transformer, T,, the voltage is initially supported by the changing core 

flux until saturation occurs as illustrated in Figure 3.5(b). After saturation occurs the 

winding voltages remain at zero until the core is brought out of saturation by the 

negative portion of the signal. Saturation occurs in the opposite sense when the 

negative pulse exceeds the volt-second capability of the core. The voltage waveform 

across the transformer primary (and secondary) is therefore a series of short pulses 

of alternate polarity aligned with the on and off commands from the control logic. 

During the positive part of the secondary waveform the combinated. gate 

capacitance of S.., and S... is charged through Q2 and the intrinsic diode of Q1. 

When the secondary voltage falls to zero the intrinsic diode of Q, is reverse biassed 

and the combinated gate capacitance holds the charge allowing SA.. and SA. 
- 

to 

remain on for a time dictated by the gate leakage current. If this time is not 

sufficient, it can be extended by adding extra capacitance in parallel with the gate. 

It should be noted that the maximum on-time for each device is clearly defined in 

the matrix converter by the modulation strategy and the switching frequency. 
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Figure 3.5 Principle of Gate Drive Circuit 
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SA., and SA.. are turned off when the transformer secondary voltage goes 

negative causing the combined gate capacitance to charge negatively through Q, and 

the intrinsic diode of Q2. The intrinsic diode of Q2 blocks when the transformer 

secondary voltage returns to zero and the gate capacitance is left with a negative 

charge until the next command to turn on is received and this gives good noise 

immunity. 

3.5.2 The Gate Drive Circuit Performance 

Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the gate drive circuit. Back to back 

zener diodes connected across the secondary coil are used to limit the peak. voltage 

to 18 V. In addition, a damping resistor is connected in parallel with the secondary 
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coil. Ile practical results show that the gate drive circuit has a 150 nS delay time 

with 50 nS rise and fall times. The results also show that the negative charge during 

the off period provides excellent noise immunity and ensures that spurious turn-on 

is not possible. 

+15V 6 Cmmntmd 
dpal 

-15VL 

L 

+13V Tmdomer swonary 
vohap 

............ Cgvý- 

+18V 
Device gate 
voltage 

0.6 ms -18V 

Figure 3.6 Practical Waveforrns from the Gate Drive Circuit 

3.6 Snubber Circuit Design 

The square safe operating area of the IGBT for switch mode operation 

minimizes the need for snubber circuits in most applications such as the voltage 

source inverter. However, it is necessary to use a snubber circuit in the matrix 

converter due to the absence of freewheeling paths. In the matrix converter the load 

current is always commutated from one controlled switch to another. This is in direct 

contrast to a conventional voltage source inverter where commutation is always from 

a controlled device to a complementary freewheeling diode or vice-versa. 1n a 

conventional inverter a time delay can be easily introduced between drive signals for 

complementary devices in order to avoid simultaneous conduction. During this delay 

time the inductive load current is taken over by a freewheeling diode. There is no 
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such freewheeling path in the matrix converter but it is still necessary to introduce 

a delay between drive signals to avoid a short circuit of the input lines. During this 

delay time the inductive load current is taken over by a snubber circuit. In the 

converter a small R-C turn-off snubber connected across to each bidirectional switch 

is used to limit the device voltage to an appropriate level. Unfortunately, this simple 

snubber circuit arrangement has the disadvantage of high current stress in the devices 

at turn-on. The main focus of this project was to develop a complete closed loop 

control induction motor drive and therefore the problem of optimised snubber design 

was not pursued further. It is recognised that a more sophisticated snubber design or 

elimination of the snubber [37] would be required for operation at higher powers 

and/or higher switching frequencies. 

3.6.1 Analysis of the Snubber Circuit 

One output phase of the matrix converter shown in Figure 3.7 has been 

considered for the analysis. A delay of 500 nS is introduced between drive signals 

to avoid a short circuit of the input lines. It has been assumed that the 3-phase input 

voltage and the output current of the converter stay constant during one period of the 

switching frequency. In addition, stray inductances in the commutation path are 

ignored. The worst case operating condition for the snubber circuit occurs when 

maximum output current flows when any one of the line to line input voltages is a 

maximum. This situation is depicted in Figure 3.7. The snubber circuit operation is 

analysed for a complete switching sequence assun-dng initially that SA, is on followed 

by commutation to SB. then to Sc. and finally back to SA, 

The analysis is started assuming that the bidirectional switch, SA. has been on 

and the switches SB. and Sc, have been off for some time. This condition can be 

represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.8(a). During this interval the 

output current is supplied by Sm bidirectional switch and the voltages across the 

bidirectional switches stay at constant level. Figure 3.8(b) shows the equivalent 

circuit for the instant in which SA, is just turned-off. During this interval where all 
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three bidirectional switches are off, the load current is supplied by the three snubbers. 

If the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.8(b) is analysed, it is found that the 

snubber currents are equal and add to give the output current. Assuming a maximum 

output current of 10 A peak the snubber currents are given by; 

Is, = Is2 = Is3 = 3.33 A 

Therefore, the voltages across the snubber resistance and capacitance during this 

interval are given by; 

VA = IS. R 
IS 

t+ 
(3.9) 

VC =u VC(o) 

where, Is is the snubber current 

Vc is the capacitor voltage 

Vc(o) is the initial capacitor voltage 

Since the snubber current is constant during this interval the voltages across the 

snubber resistances remain constant at 70 V. The change of the snubber capacitance 

voltage after the 500 nS delay time can be calculated by using Equation 3.9. 

Avc = 
3.33 0.5*(10E-6) = 76 V 

0.022*(IOE-6) 

This condition is shown in Figure 3.8(c). Figure 3.8(d) shows the equivalent circuit 

for the instant at which S,,. is turned-on. Again, if this condition is analysed, the 

snubber currents can be found to be; 

-I IS] = Is2 = Is3 = 13.1 e Iýc A (3.10) 

It is important to note from Figure 3.8(d) that, the snubber current, IS2 is taken over 

by the switch, SB,. This explains why this snubber arrangement causes an increase 

in the device current rating mentioned earlier in this chapter. This also increases the 

switching losses. Figure 3-9(a) shows the instant after SB. has been on for some time. 

During this interval, the load current is supplied by SB.. The analysis can be 
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continued until the end of the switching period as shown in Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.9 

the equivalent circuits are valid at the following times: 

(a) AfterSB. has been on for some time 

(b) Instant SB. is just turned-off 

(c) 500 nS later after S,,. is turned-off 

(d) Instant Sc. is just turned-on 

(e) After Sc, has been on for some time 

(f) Instant Sc, is just turned-off 

(g) 500 nS later after Sc, is turned-off 

(h) InstantSA, is just turned-on 

(i) AfterSA. has been on for some time 

As can be seen from Figure 3.9(h), the maximum device current reaches 54 

A. The devices used in the prototype converter are able to handle this peak current. 

From this analysis the worst case the snubber current waveform, ý, and the device 

voltage, VA, shown in Figure 3.10 can be obtained. Unfortunately, it proved very 
difficult to obtain practical results for the snubber waveforms at full power due to 

interference between the measuring equipment and the control circuitry. For this 

reason, the previous analysis was repeated for an output current of 4A and practical 

results for this condition were taken as shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12. Very good 

correlation between the theoretical and measured results were obtained at 4A 

suggesting that the analysis can be used with confidence to predict the device stresses 

at 10 A. The analysis results show that the design snubber parameters for a 500 nS 
delay are suitable to keep the device voltage and current stresses below the device 

ratings. 
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10 

The large number of devices in the matrix converter and the complicated 

nature of the commutation path mean that the layout of the power circuit is critical 

to achieving correct operation [42]. For an experimental converter it is important to 

be able to get easy access to all of the devices to make measurements and to replace 

devices in the event of failure. There is a conflicting requirement between ease of 

access and compactness of construction. For this reason the prototype converter has 

been built as three modules, one for each output phase. Each module is constructed 

in a very compact fashion on its own heatsink and includes all the power devices, 

gate drives, decoupling capacitors and snubbers. Ile layout of the power devices on 

the heatsink is shown in Figure 3.13. Sufficient space is left between modules to 

allow easy access for measurements to be made and for components to be replaced. 

in this way the critical con*anutation path between devices sharing the same 

output phase can be kept very short by decoupling the input lines at each module 
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with 0.47 pF capacitors. Larger 16 pF capacitors for filtering purposes are placed 

where the input lines for the three modules are connected. Each module is self 

contained and it is possible to run them individually as three phase to single phase 

converters for test and development purposes. Since it is assumed that the converter 

will supply an inductive load, no filtering was considered necessary at the output of 

the converter. During testing however, it was found that the very high rates of change 

of voltage at the output caused significant current spikes due to the capacitance of 

the cable supplying the load even though this was only a few metres long. This 

problem was cured by placing small inductors in series with the converter output. A 

photograph of the practical converter is shown in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.13 Location of the Power Devices (a) Top View (b) Bottom View 
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Figure 3.14 A Photograph of the Power Circuit 

3.8 Conclusions 
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The possible configurations of the bidirectional switch from unidirectional 

switching elements have been discussed and a suitable bidirectional switch 

configuration which requires one control signal and has a low forward voltage drop 

has been chosen. An overview of the advances in the semiconductor technology has 

been presented. The IGBT has been chosen as the most suitable controllable device 

for the matrix converter. The minimum device ratings for the unidirectional devices 
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have been calculated by considering the operation of the bidirectional switches in the 

matrix converter. A gate drive circuit which does not require an additional isolated 

power supply has been developed and tested. A simple R-C snubber circuit has been 

used to limit the device voltage to an appropriate level. The snubber circuit has been 

analyzed and the experimental results have been presented to confirm its correct 

operation. The problems associated with the construction of the converter have been 

addressed and suitable solutions have been given. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE CONVERTER LOSSES 

PROTECTION AND TESTING 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the semiconductor losses in the matrix converter. 

Regarding these serniconductor losses the required heat sink for each output phase 

is designed to dissipate the heat away from the junction region. 

A voltage clamp circuit at the output of the converter is used to protect the 

devices against severe overvoltages. A simple over-current protection circuit based 

on overcurrent sensing is designed. An L-C filter is designed to reduce the harmonics 

at the input side. 

The matrix converter power circuit is tested and the results are presented to 

confirm its correct operation. The efficiency of the prototype converter is measured 

and the total converter losses are compared with the calculated losses. 

4.2 Losses in the Switching Devices 

The total semiconductor loss in the matdx converter is the sum of the 

conduction losses, P. and switching losses, P, The gate losses and off-s te losses ta 

due to the leakage current are ignored since they are negligible. The conduction 

losses are the major component at low switching frequencies, but switching losses 

will be significant at high operating frequencies. The conduction losses are due to the 

on-state voltage across the IGBT and the diode when they are conducting. The 

switching losses are due to the imperfect switching of the devices. 
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4.2.1 Conduction Losses 

This section considers the calculation of the conduction losses in the matrix 

converter. The forward voltage drop across the IGBT and the diode when they are 

conducting is a function of collector current and the junction temperature, T,. 
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Figure 4.1 One Output Phase of the IýIatrix Converter 
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ol 

One output phase of the matrix converter shown in Figure 4.1 is considered 

with a sinusoidal output current to calculate the conduction losses. To determine the 

total forward voltage drop (Vf) as a function of current the diode is represented as 

a fixed voltage (Vd) in series with a slope resistance (Rd) and an expression for the 

forward characteristic of the IGBT obtained from the manufactures literature [43] is 

used. Hence, the forward voltage drop across the each bidirectional switch in Figure 

4.1 is the sum of the voltage drop across the IGBT and the diode. 

Vf = Va + Vo 

Vf = (VT + Rr. 1 + (Vd + RA 
(4.1) 

WhereVT, RT, VdA and 0 are constant at a particular temperature and can be found 
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in the data sheet of the devices [43-441. 

The instantaneous power dissipation in each switch is; 

P(t) = VP I(t) 
(4.2) 

P(t) = (Vd + VT) I(t) + Rd I 2(t) + RT I O`Q) 

Consider the switchesSAWSB.. and Sc, in Figure 4.1. The energy dissipated in these 

switches in any time interval t, -ý t2is given by; 

t2 

Ef+R d(, Aý ++jý. ++Ij. +) + RT(IA'O. ++ +IB'10", ++' +Icý, "+)l 
dt (4.3) I(Vd+VT)(, 

Aa++, Ba+ +ICa+) 
22 

91 

These particular switches only conduct during the positive half cycle of the output 

current and only one switch conducts at a particular time. Therefore; 

, ý.. + + Ic.. = I. sin((o. t) 
12 

Aa-- 
2 

+ 
2., 

+ Iýa = J2 2(Ci)ot) sin 
, 
Aa- + + ICt sinP+I(coot) 

'Aa+ ý- IBa+ ý ICa+ 

0 

1 ir 2x 

CO. CO" 

Where Iom is the peak value of the output current. 

(4.4) 

Hence, the total energy lost by these three switches in one cycle of the output 

current is found by substituting Equation 4.4 into Equation 4.3; 

X/0). 
Ef[ (Vd+VT) I. sin((o. t) + Rj,, 2. siri2(o),, t) + RTIP. +lsinP"'((O,, t) 

] dt (4.5) 

0 

From Equation 4.5 it can be seen that the total energy loss is independent of the 

switching pattern and the load displacement factor. The average power loss, 

E/(27u/(o. ) can be obtained by solving Equation 4.5. 
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1'72 wloý. 

E=I. A (4.6) (vd+VT) + mR d+ sinO+l(co,, t)dt (21r/o)) 71 4 (2n/co) 
f 

0 

The integral in Equation 4.6 can only be solved through numerical routines for 

particular values of P. The constants in Equation 4.6 are obtained from the data sheet 

of the devices as given below; 

For IRGBC20U: VT 1.2 V, RT 0.16 Q, p=1.04 (at Tj=150 IC) 

For BYT12PI-800: Vd 1.47 V, Rd 0.026 Q (at Tj=100 OC) 

In Equation 4.6 P+l is taken as 2. This assumption is valid for the device used since 

0 is very close to 1. Ilerefore, substituting the constants into Equation 4.6; 

2 Pc = 0.95 1. + 0.0465 1.. (4.7) 

The total conduction losses for the entire converter is 6 times the power in Equation 

4.7. Hence, 

Pc = 5.1 1,,. + 0.279 1,2,. (4.8) 

The total conduction losses for the maximum output current, Im = 10 A can be 

calculated by using Equation 4.8; 

Pc = 5.1*10 + 0.279*10' 

P, = 78.9 W 

By using a simple simulation model it has been shown that for situations 

where the input and the output frequencies are asynchronous, the conduction loss is 

shared almost equally amongst the devices. However, for particular operating 

frequencies (for instance fi = f. = 50 Hz) the power loss in the devices is not shared 

equally. Under this condition where q=0.85, fi = f. =50 Hz and load displacement 

factor = 1, three of the switches SA. 
9 

SBband Scr dissipate about 85 % of the total 

loss. Obviously, this increases the device current rating and as discussed in Chapter 

3 is the one of the reasons why the IGBT and the diode current ratings are higher 

than the calculated stresses. 
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4.2.2 Switching Losses 

54 

The product of the switching frequency, f, and the switching energy loss per 

pulse, E,. gives the switching losses per switch in the matrix converter. 

lý =f,. Ei. (4.9) 

The switching losses occur when the devices turn on and off. In this converter 

the current is always commutated from a conducting device to the R-C snubber 

circuit or vice-versa. If we assume that the voltage across the snubber capacitor 

remains constant during the relatively short switching times, the switching locus for 

the device is resistive and consequently the switching losses are very low. 

To calculate the tum-off loss consider the device S. in Figure 4.1. Just prior 

to tum-off this device carries the output current 1, At the end of turn off, L is carried 

by the three snubber circuits on output phase a and the voltage acrossSA, 'Stherefore 

I. R/3 since the snubber capacitor was initially discharged. Assuming the device 

current changes linearly during tum-off the switching waveforms are as shown in 

Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.2 7be Cun-ent and Voltage Waveforms of the Device at Tum-off 
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The energy loss is therefore given by; 

I2R tff SA& tUM-Off 'OSS =, 
18 

, 

where; R is the snubber resistor (2192) 

t,, is the fall time of the device (200 nS) 
Assuming that the output current is constant during any particular switching. sequence 

the total turn-off energy loss for the output phase a switches will be three times this 

value. The total energy loss for the entire converter during any particular sequence 
due to device turn-off can be found by considering the other phases and is therefore 

given by; 

Total tum-off loss =Rt 12+17+12) 
loffql 

6a 

However, if we assume that the output currents are sinusoidal and form a balanced 

3-phase set then; 

Ia 2+j 
b 
2+j 

c2= 
Y02 

where 4 is the rms output current. 

(4.10) 

Hence the total tum-off energy loss during each sequence is constant and is given by; 

Total tum-off loss =R 
te I. ' 

2 
(4.11) 

In the prototype converter the switching frequency (sequence repeat rate) is 2 kHz 

and the power loss (using Equation 4.9) is therefore; 

poor = 
21*200*10-9*(7.2)2 *2000 

= 0.22 W (4.12) 
2 

Consequently the turn-off loss is negligible. 

To detem-dne the turn-on loss consider the same deviceSA, * Just prior to turn- 

on the output current 1, is flowing through the three snubber circuits in parallel and 

the snubber capacitor associated with SA, is charged to (VAc + AV) as explained 
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earlier in Section 3.6.1.7be device voltage is therefore (VAc + ") plus the drop 

across the snubber resistor (I. R/3). At the end of turn-on the device carries the load 

current (I. ) plus the peak snubber discharge current 3*(VAc + ")/R. Assuming again 

that the device current changes linearly during switching the waveforms are as shown 
in Figure 4.3. 

(A) 

WAC + AV). 
ý R la 

ta 

Device Quient 

(V) 
IaR 

AV)+ 
3 

N 
100 

Tlm in nwasooonds 

Figure 4.3 The Current and Voltage Wavefonns of the Device at Tum-on 

The energy loss is therefore; 

SAS tum-on loss + VAC+AV) + 
I. ýR (4.13) 

R 

(1 

3 

where; t. is the rise tirne of the device (100 nS) 

The loss for the other two switches on the same output phase (SB. and Sc, ) can be 

found by replacing VAc vnth VBA and VcB respectively. Using the following results: 
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VAC+VBA+v 
CD 

0 

VAC 2 WBA2+Vcý' = 3VL2 

, &v = , ý" 3C 

where; u: Delay time between the drive signals of the devices (500 nS) 
C: Snubber capacitance (0.022 pF) 

and simplifying the total loss for output phase a is given by: 

L2 'c 
Phase a tum-on loss = t. +Iý +R+- F 2R 6 3C 
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To calculate the total turn-on loss for the entire converter we consider the oflier 

phases (replacing I, by Ib and ý, respectively) and again use the result in Equation 

4.10 to give the total loss in one switching sequence as; 

VL 2( "_+R 
Total tum-on loss = ý. +1ý . C7 2R Hk( ,TT 

The turn-on power loss taking into account the switching frequency is therefore; 

*(250)2 )2 (500*10-')2 21 500*101 
P on = -L 1 +(7.2 10-6)2 

++ 
(4.14) 

[ 

2*2 2*21*(0.022* 2 0.022*10--6 

*100*10'*2000 = 3.15 W 

It should be noted that the majority of the turn-on energy loss comes from the 

snubber capacitor and this will be allowed for in the snubber loss calculation to 

determine the total converter losses. The figure calculated above however allows the 

loss in the devices to be used for heatsink calculations. 
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4.23 Heat Sink Design 
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Each output phase of the prototype converter has been built as a separate 

module so that it is possible to run them individually as three phase to single phase 

converters for test and development purposes. Therefore each module has its own 

heatsink. The heatsink used in the one output phase of the prototype converter is 

represented in Figure 4.4. Since all the switching devices are located around the 

centre of the disc, it is necessary to calculate the temperature difference between the 

centre and the edge of the disc. 'Me thermal resistance of an element length I and 

area A is given by; 

O= 1 OC/W 
XA 

Where; 

X= 180 W rrf '*C' 

1.3 cm 

Figure 4.4 The Representation of the Heatsink 

Therefore, splitting the disc into a series of circular elements and integrating the 

thermal resistance between the centre of the disc and the peripheral is given by; 
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9.25E-2 
dr 1 9.25E-2 Oxf 

X(2nrd) 14.7 
[Inrlo 

0 
Odif ý 6.6 10-' "C/W 

The temperature difference; 

Tdif 0 
dif 

p 

(4.16) 
Tdif (6-6 10-')(27.42) = 0.18 T 

Hence the temperature drop across the disc is negligible even if it is assumed that all 

the heat loss occurs at the outer edge. 

The required heatsink rating for each output phase can be calculated using the 

thermal equivalent circuit for a bidirectional switch given in Figure 4.5. 

IN. - 9.13 W 

PjA - 3.55 W 
R. bt 

T,. b 

Figure 4.5 The thermal equivalent circuit for a bidirectional switch 

In Figure 4.5; 

P1. : Total serniconductor losses in one bidirectional switch 

pil : Power loss in the IGBT 

Pj, d : Power loss in the diode 

Rj,. d : Junction to case thennal resistance of the diode (4 *C/W) 
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ks, d : Case to sink thermal resistance of the diode (0.5 'C/W) 

P, 3,,, : Junction to case thermal resistance of the IGBT (2.1 'C/W) 

k, j : Case to sink thermal resistance of the IGBT (0.5 'C/W) 

The thermal resistances of the devices are obtained from the data sheets [43- 

44]. 'Me power loss in the IGBT and the diode can be obtained from Equations 4.6, 

Equations 4.12 and 4.14 as given in Figure 4.5. The switching losses in the diode is 

ignored. The total power loss for one bidirectional switch, PI. is the sum of the 

conduction loss and the switching loss. Ile junction temperature of the diode is 

taken as 100 T although it does not reach to that value. The temperature difference 

between the sink and the junction of the diode, AT can be calculated using Figure 

4.5; 

AT = 
(, ý-,,, 

d+Rcsd)'ýFd 

AT = (4+0.5)3.55 = 15.98 "C 

Hence, the sink temperature is; 

T=T. -AT sink Jd 

'Ink = 100-15.98 = 84.02 OC 

The junction temperature of the IGBT is; 

T. = 7ýja+(Rjj+R,, j)Pjj jj 
Týj = 84.02+2.6*5.58 = 98.53 T 
i 

and the heatsink rating for one bidirectional switch (assuming an ambient of 30 'C) 

is; 
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7ý -7ý ink amb 
pl. 

84.02-30 
= 5.9 OC1W 

9.16 

Since the heatsink contains three bidirectional switches, the required heatsink rating 
is one third of the value above; 

9 0, =L=1.97 TIW 

It is impossible to calculate the heatsink rating accurately for the disc since 

it depends on many variables. However, the disc size was compared with a heatsink 

of the required rating and this suggested that the disc was easily large enough. The 

prototype converter was also operated for sufficient time at full power for the disc 

temperature to stabilise and it was observed that the heatsink temperature stayed 

below that calculated above. 

4.3 Snubber Losses 

The snubber circuit discussed in Chapter 3 causes power loss in the matrix 

converter. This loss occurs when any one of the switching devices tums-on. 

Additional snubber loss occurs during the delay time in which all devices are off. 

The snubber loss in the converter can be calculated by following the same analysis 

method used for calculating the snubber parameters in Chapter I These calculaAons 

are given in Appendix A. 7be total snubber loss is given by; 

P.. b 3 1,, 2 (Rl + T2 )+ 
27CVL2 (4.17) 

'Y -2 

where; f, is the switching frequency (2 kHz) 

-z is the delay time (500 nS) 

R and C are the snubber parameters (2192 and 0.022 pF, respectively) 
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VL is the rms input line voltage (250 V) 

I. is the rms output current 

As it can be seen from Equation 4.17 the snubber loss in the matrix converter is 

independent of input and output frequencies and displacement factors. The snubber 
loss mainly depends on the input voltage, the snubber capacitance and the switching 
frequency. 

The total snubber loss can be found by substituting the constants into 

Equation 4.17. Hence, 

2 1ýnub = 0.0744J. + 37.1 W 

Therefore, the snubber loss on no load is; 

Ponub = 37.1 W 

and on full load; 

Psnub = 0.0744*(7.2)2 + 37.1 

Psnub = 40.8 W 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

The practical snubber loss can be roughly found by measuring the input 

power of the converter on no load. ne input power on no load was measured to be 

42 W which is in good agremenL 

4.4 Matrix Converter Protection 

The semiconductor devices in the matrix converter require effective protection 

against over-current and over-voltage. Ile absence of freewheeling paths in the 

converter causes difficulty in protecting the power circuit against fault conditions 

since the current is always commutated from one controlled device to another. For 

instance, if the devices are turned-off in response to a fault condition, such as over- 

current, severe over-voltage and destruction of the power circuit results because of 

the inductive nature of the load current despite the snubber across each switch. 
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Over-current in the devices can result from shoot-through (two devices on in 

the same output phase due to malfunction of the control/gating logic) or due to 

excessive output current caused by inappropriate load conditions. 

4.4.1 Output Voltage Clamp 

Va 
Vb 

ve 

Figure 4.6 Output Voltage Clarnp Circuit 

nPut 

The interruption of inductive current flow in a matrix converter produces 

severe overvoltages at the output since there is no freewheeling paths. The clamp 

circuit shown in Figure 4.6 is used to absorb the excess load energy when all the 

converter devices are gated off. The clamp becomes active when the converter output 

voltage is greater than the clamp voltage. The common ends of the capacitors in the 

clamp circuit are connected to the neutral of the supply in order to limit the device 

voltage. Therefore, the maximum device voltage in the event of failure is twice the 

input peak phase voltage. Otherwise, the maximum device voltage would be the sum 

of the input peak phase and line voltages. 
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4.4.2 Over Current Protection 
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The block diagram of the over-current protection circuit is shown in Figure 

4.7. Over-current protection of the converter is achieved by sensing the three input 

line currents using Hall effect transducers described in Appendix C. The signals from 

these transducers are fed to an arrangement of six LM319 comparators and compared 

with reference voltages which correspond to the positive and negative overcurrents. 

The output of the comparators are input to a logic circuit which produces a latched 

overcurrent signal for each input line. This circuitry has six LEDs for each polarity 

of the three input currents to help with fault tracing. These overcurrent signals are 

ORed together and then ANDed with all of the gate drive signals. In the event of 

either positive or negative overcurrent all of the converter devices are gated off. This 

arrangement has been seen to work very satisfactorily for a wide range of fault 

conditions. The whole circuit diagram is given in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.7 Block Diagrwn of the Over-current Protection Circuit 
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4.5 Input Filter 
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The input current of the matrix converter is built up from segments of the 

three output currents and blank intervals during which the output currents are 

circulated through the converter. The input current spectrum mainly consists of a 

supply frequency component plus high frequency components associated with the 

switching frequency. Distortion of the input current around the switching frequency 

can be easily removed by using a small L-C filter. 
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Figure 4.8 The Input Filter 

An optimised input filter design was not pursued since the main focus of this 

project was to develop a complete closed loop control induction motor drive. Instead, 

the input filter shown in Figure 4.8 has been used which was fabricated from readily 

available components. The subject of optimised filter design has been considered 

elsewhere [45-46]. 

4.6 Power Circuit Testing 

At the development stage of the power circuit a simple controller based on 
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the Z180 microprocessor was used to generate a fixed switching pattern according 

to the Venturini original control algorithm [9]. Due to the limited capability of this 

controller the switching frequency was restricted to I kHz and the output frequency 

was set at 50 Hz with a voltage ratio between input and output of 0.5. The problems 
involved in this condition were observed and solved. Subsequently, the power circuit 
has been operated using a more sophisticated controller based on Transputer parallel 

processors. The results shown below have been obtained for various operating 

conditions with a passive R-L load and 2 kHz switching frequency. 

Figure 4.9 shows the output line to line voltage and the output current for an 

output frequency of 20 Hz and a voltage ratio between output and input of 0.328. 

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the output line to line voltage and the output current with 

a voltage ratio of 0.82 for output frequencies of 50 Hz and 70 Hz, respectively. 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the input current spectrum and the output voltage 

spectrum for an output frequency of 50 Hz, respectively and they agreed well with 

the calculated spectrums [381. 
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Figure 4.9 Output Line to Line Voltage and Output Line Current of the Matrix Converter Operating 
with an Output Frequency of 20 Hz 
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Figure 4.10 Output Line to Line Voltage and Output Line Current of the Matrix Converter operating 
with an Output Frequency of 50 Hz 
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with an Output Frequency of 70 Hz 
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Figure 4.12 Input Current Spectrum of the Matrix Converter Operating with an Output Frequency of 
50 Hz 
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Figure 4.13 output Voltage Spectrum of the Matrix Converter Operating with an Output Frequency 
of 50 Hz 
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4.7 Converter Efficiency Measurements 
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The efficiency of the prototype converter was determined by measuring the 

input and the output powers using a VOLTECH PM 3000 power analyzer. The 

converter was operated with a passive R-L load up to 60 % of its rated power which 

was the limit of the loading system used. The test results have been taken at various 

output frequencies. It has been seen that the output frequency of the converter does 

not have any measurable influence on the efficiency. This is because the converter 

losses are independent of the output frequency as was shown in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 

The total converter losses at an input voltage of 250 V line and an output 

current of 4.25 A were measured as 81 W giving an efficiency of 89 %. In order to 

make a comparison between the experimental and theoretical results the total 

converter losses can be calculated for the same conditions. These losses are the sum 

of the snubber loss, conduction loss and switching loss ignoring the losses in the 

input filter. 

Tle snubber loss in the converter is found by using Equation 4.18; 

Psnub = (4.25)1 0.0744 + 37.1 

Psnub = 38 W 

The conduction loss using Equation 4.8; 

Pc 5.1(F2 4.25) + 0.279(F2 4.25)2 

PC 41 W 

Since the switching loss at tum-off is negligible and the tum-on loss has been already 

counted in the snubber loss, the total power loss becomes; 

plo. =pb 

Pl= = 38 + 41 = 79 W 

As it can be seen, this calculated power loss agrees well with the measured 
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power loss of 81 W. 

4.8 Conclusions 

This chapter has investigated the losses, thermal design, protection, power 

circuit construction and the efficiency of the matrix converter. The required. heat sink 

rating associated with the sen-dconductor losses in the converter has been calculated. 

It has been seen that the simple snubber arrangement used in the converter results in 

a high power loss compared to the total semiconductor loss. An effective protection 

of the power circuit against over current and voltage has been presented. 

The power circuit has been tested at various operating conditions using an R- 

L load. Reliable operation of the converter regardless of the output frequency has 

been achieved. An efficiency test of the prototype converter has yielded an efficiency 

of 89 % at 60 % load. It is understood that it is necessary to eliminate or reduce the 

snubber size for better efficiency. The total power loss of the converter has been 

calculated and this has been compared with the test result. It has been found that the 

both results are very similar. 



CHAPTER 5 

TRANSPUTER NETWORK AND 

CONTROL HARDWARE 

5.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters have described the design and construction of the matrix 

converter power circuit. In order to develop a high performance induction motor 

drive based on this power circuit a relatively powerful digital controller is required. 

In this project a network of transputers has been used to perform the control tasks. 

In this chapter the implementation of the transputer network and the design and 

operation of the interface circuits are discussed. The first section describes the recent 

developments in microprocessor technology and the transputer parallel processor. The 

next section outlines the design and operation of the interface circuits used for 

voltage, current and motor speed measurements and gate drive signal generation. The 

standard transputer serial communication link which is needed for the interface with 

the transputer network is also described here. In the following two sections, the dead- 

lock protection of the prototype converter and delay and disable of the gate drive 

signals are described. 

5.2 Microprocessor Technology 

The recent developments in microprocessor technology has enabled designers 

to implement more complex control algorithms. More complicated processors can 

also execute instructions in a shorter time, resulting in a decrease of the system 

sample time, T, (or inversely increase of the sample frequency) in which 
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measurements, calculations and actuation are executed, allowing the design of 

systems with a higher control bandwidth. 

The range of processor hardware used in real-time implementation of control 

applications may be divided into the following categories: 

]- Single conventional processor. This establishes the memory and arithmetic 

unit of the control system. A high interface chip count such as analogue to digital 

converter together with an external coprocessor are required for fast real-time 

processing. 

2- Microcontroller: TIds combines a microprocessor with peripheral devices 

such as; timers, analog to digital converters, digital to analog converters, interrupt 

logic and pulse width modulation outputs. It has the advantage that these peripheral 

devices are on board reducing off processor chip count and increasing the speed. The 

Siemens SAB80C167,16- bit microcontroller with a 10 bit A/D and sixteen PWM 

output channels on-board is an example of this type of processor. 

3- Application specift integrated circuits (ASICS): 77his is an "tension of the 

microcontroller which minimizes off processor chip count and on-chip silicon for a 

specific application. ASICS may be used in real time control problems of low to 

medium complexity. 

4- Digital signal processor: A high-speed version of the single conventional 

processor utilising high clock rates and reduced instruction set on-chip architecture 

for fast arithmetic operations, mainly manipulation. It can also include digital to 

analog and analog to digital converters. DSPs are useful for state variable based 

control problems, with manipulation based strategies (eg matrix inversion, Fourier 

transformation). 

5- Concurrent or parallel architectures: Either a number of conventional 

processors or specific parallel processors are used together in order to increase the 

speed and/or flexibility of control processing. Two or more microprocessors can be 

used together to implement more complex control algorithms, such as vector control 

for induction motors. In this case, the processors share the control task [47-49]. 

However, this parallel processing technique suffers from design and hardware 
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complexity and chip count due to the parallel bussed architectures. The transputer 

parallel processor developed specially as a device to be implemented in parallel 

processing networks does not suffer from these problems and offers an increase in 

speed and hence an increase in the degree of processing within the control system 

sample time T, The transputers are connected together by serial links to build multi- 

processor systems and they do not require additional interface hardware resulting in 

the increase of the overall performance and flexibility. 

The transputer parallel processor has been chosen to implement the control 

algorithms in this project. The availability of a transputer based parallel processing 

system and the expertise within the department at using transputers have been major 

factors in choosing transputers for this task. 

5.2.1 The Transputer 

T'he transputer is a single-chip microprocessor, specially designed for use in 

parallel processing systems [50]. It contains a processor, RAM, a memory interface 

to access external local memory, two on board timers, interrupt logic and four serial 

bidirectional links for communication with other transputers or transputer look alike 

peripherals. The structure of a transputer is shown in Figure 5.1. 

A transputer can be used in a single processor system or in networks to build 

high performance concurrent systems. Several types of transputers such as T212 (16- 

bit), T414 (32-bit), nOO (32-bit with on board 64-bit floating point unit) are 

available. Internal memory varies from 2 KBytes to 4 KBytes. The communication 

irate over the links is either 20 MBits/s or 10 MBits/s. More information on 

transputers and system applications are given in several publications [50-541.1 n 

order to gain maximum benefit from the transputer architecture the transputers and 

transputer based networks are configured and programmed in occam, a high level 

programming language developed specially for parallel processing. However, the 

transputers may be programmed in other high level languages, such as C. The 

description and characteristic of the occam language can be found in [55]. 
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Figure 5.1 Block Diagram of a Transputer 
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Processes written in the occam language are edited, compiled and configured 

in a specific environment called The Transputer Development System (TDS) [51-52]. 

This provides the facility to develop and download concurrent programs for real-time 

applications. 
The occarn structure provides a systematic and disciplined planning of parallel 

algorithms with the resulting low system development time. The hardware is very 

simple and easily expanded. The high cost of the transputer is a major disadvantage. 

Transputer networks are established as versatile processors for experimental research 

for evaluation of real-time control techniques [56]. The computational ability of the 

transputer network is easily expanded to suit future research requirements in this 

area. 

5.21 Parallel Processing for Real Time Control 

The tasking philosophy for a generalised drive controller using parallel 

processing is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the processes have been 
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Figure 5.2 Tasking Schemat for Motor Control 

subdivided into two categories as low level and high level. The low level process 

executes sequential procedures and requires a fast processing time. There are no true 

parallel constructs within the low level and all statements and procedures within the 

process are timed to execute within the system sample time, T,. The low level 

process cannot be delayed otherwise it will result in loss of control. Ile high level 

process does not execute its procedures every sampling time and is therefore not 

synchronised to low level procedures. 

When assigning processes to particular processors in a parallel processing 

system it is necessary to consider several factors: 

1) Number of Processors Available: ne minimum number of processors for 

a certain control task is determined by considering the required sYstem sample time, 

T, and complexity of the control task. If the number of processors available is more 

than the minimum number then, the control task can be efficiently distributed onto 

the extra processors using a pipelined technique [561, which effectively decreases the 

sampling time and allows the control system to be expanded for future research 

requirements. In this project, the system sampling time, T, has been chosen as 500 
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pS. This is because, two transputers were available and the minimum implementation 

time of the control algorithms (namely vector control) using these transputers has 

been found as 500 pS [561. This results in a switching frequency of 2 kHz. 

2) Communication to Peripherals: Four links are available on the transputer 

for communicating to peripherals or another transputer. Since one of the links is 

already used for communicating to another transputer (unless a single transputer is 

used), only three links remain for peripherals. This is an important point when the 

processes are assigned to the processors and there are a high number of peripherals 

to communicate to. 

3) Synchronisation: The synchronisation between different parts of the control 

system (eg measurement, timer board, or another transputer) is provided via 

communication protocol. Since the communication statements must be sequentially 

constructed for synchronisation, no work can be done whilst the transputer is waiting 

to communicate. Therefore, a process which takes longer than T, will result in loss 

of synchronisation, whilst a process which takes less than T, does not need to fully 

utilise the system sample time. This must be considered carefully to ensure 

synchronism and also maintain a high system efficiency. 

4) Granularity: In order to increase the efficiency of parallel processing 

network it is necessary to minimize the communication time by a proper control task 

assignment between the processors. It is desirable to have a high ratio of calculation 

time to communication time (granularity) to take full advantage of the parallel 

processing network. Therefore, the processes should be assigned to processors in a 

way that the communication time is kept at a minimum level. 

Figure 5.3 shows the tasking philosophy for the matrix converter induction 

motor drive. It was found that the measurements, control and calculation routine for 

the actuation signal generation are inherently sequential and can be implemented on 

one transputer within the system sample time, T, This time provided an adequate 

sample time for the sampled control design and allowed the use of a single transputer 

for all the low level control processing. The control system does not require 

background calculations or diagnostic as illustrated in Figure 5.2 but still needs the 
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data log and user interface. Consequently, a second transputer which is effectively 

a low priority process is used. However, the second transputer can provide extra 

"intelligence" as system complexity expands. This will be explained in detail with 

reference to the speed control in the next chapter. 
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Figure 5.3 Tasldng Scbernat for Matrix Converter Induction Motor Drive 

The overall control system is made up of two T805 floating point transputers, 

T, and T2 mounted on a TMB04 transputer mother board [571 within an IBM PC 

clone. The use of a transputer with a floating point unit makes code development 

easy since scaling factors are not required (a real number multiplication takes 600 

nS). The PC forms the host system, providing user interface, hard disk data storage 

facilities and access to a plotter during on line operation. The PC communicates with 

a serial link of transputer I via a parallel-serial interface on the TMB04 board. 

Transputer I (T, ), called the 'supervisor', decodes the user's instructions and 

passes them if necessary to the second transputer. Transputer 2 (T2) provides all the 

low level functions, measurement, control and switching signal generation. These 

functions are executed wiffiin the system sample time, T, (500 PS) to provide a fast 

sampled control system. The sample time is set by using the high priority on-board 
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timer of transputer T2. Synchronisation of this sample time is propagated throughout 

the system via communication with the measurement board, timer board and T, every 

sample period. Communication with T, (supervisor) is executed every sample time 

(500 pS), during which all other low level processes are executed. 

Between these communications the supervising transputer, T, executes two 

processes running in parallel. The first one 'overseer' which is high priority process 

is initiated by communication with T2 as described above. Then, it performs the 

speed measurement and speed control (required by slip and vector control schemes) 

and receives data from T2 for monitoring utilities. An OCCAM ALT [55] 

construction is used with a timing process to enable the second process 'userio' to 

interact with 'overseer' if required. This construction ensures that if there is no input 

communication from userio within a set time, the input is ignored and the rest of the 

process 'overseer' continues. Userio is not synchronized with the low level processes. 

This is because the transputer does not know when a user input will occur. Therefore, 

the second process 'userio' always waits for the user interrupt. If it happens, the 

process decodes the user's instruction and passes it to the first process 'overseer' 

which executes the OCCAM ALT construction described above. The userio 

procedure can be seen as equivalent to interrupt processing used with conventional 

architectures. The basic flowchart diagram for these processes with occam pseudo- 

code is given in Figure 5.4 (vector control is taken here as an example). 

The host machine provides a monitoring utility which includes commands for 

resetting the TMB04 transputer board, user interaction (sending and receiving various 

data types), access to the hard disk for permanent data storage, graphics and plot 

utilities and loading code from the PC. 
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5.3 Interface Boards 

80 

This section describes the interface circuits used for voltage, current, motor 

speed measurements and gate drive signal generation. The interface circuits 

communicate to the transputer board via standard serial communication links. 

5.3.1 The COll Link Adapter 

The INMOS IMS COII Link Adapter [58] provides the communication 

interface for the peripheral devices on the external interface circuits. The device acts 

as a transputer "look alike" peripheral when connected to a transputer via a link. The 

CO II can be configured to operate in two modes. In Mode 1, it acts as a bidirectional 

serial-parallel converter, providing separate input and output ports. In Mode 2, it 

provides an interface between the serial communication link and a microprocessor 

bus via a bidirectional byte wide port. All of the link adapters employed in this 

project have been used in Mode 1. 

5.3.2 Voltage and Current Measurements 

The PSM voltage transposer has been used to measure the input line voltages. 

The transposer offers complete electrical isolation and has a large measurement range 

(fued ratio 50: 1). 7be secondary voltage obtained from the transposer is in the range 

± 10 V and is passed through a low pass filter circuit (cut-off frequency 100 Hz). 

The output currents of the prototype converter are measured using two Hall 

effect transducers, HTP25. The transducer provides complete electrical isolation and 

has a 25 A measurement range with 100 kHz bandwidth. The secondary current of 

the transducer is converted to a voltage in the range ±10 V using a 300 91 resistor 

and the signal is then buffered and passed through a low pass filter with cut-off 

frequency 600 Hz. The specifications for the transposer and transducer are given in 

Appendix C. 
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An analogue to digital converter board (A/D) has been built to convert the 

analogue voltage and current signals into the 12 bit digital format, which can be read 

directly by the transputer. The resultant scaling factors for voltage and current signals 

were 0.125 V per bit and 10 mA per bit, respectively. The circuit provides a multi- 

channel A/D card for interfacing to a transputer [56] and is able to convert up to 8 

independently addressable analogue signals into the digital forms. The data 

acquisition time for each sample is 15 pS. The whole circuit diagram is given in 

Appendix D. More information on the circuit operation may be found in [56]. 

5.3.3 Speed Measurement 

The motor speed signal is derived from an encoder (BEC 735) mounted 

directly on the shaft of the induction motor. The encoder described in Appendix C 

provides six channels (three complementary pair lines) A, B and C with 5V CMOS 

differential line driver outputs. A and B are quadrature signals which provide 

information on the speed and direction of the shaft rotation. Z acts as a zero position 

reference. 

The circuit design employs the HCTL-2016 encoder chip [59] which can take 

the signals A, B, C and convert them to absolute shaft position measurement. The 

full circuit is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Complementary line receivers are used to 

connect the encoder to the interface board to increase noise immunity. The overall 

system resolution is 10000 pulses per revolution or 0.036 * per bit. 

Speed measurement simply requires position measurement at regular intervals. 

In this case, a position sample time of 5 mS has been chosen providing a speed 

resolution of 1.2 rprrL Further details of the encoder and circuit operation can be 

found in Appendix C. The total program time for speed input measurement is 35 pS. 
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5.4 Timing Circuitry 

82 

The pulse widths of the switching patterns in the matrix converter must be 

recalculated every sample period to allow the closed-loop control of the induction 

motor. Hence, at every sampling time the input voltage vector position is updated by 

measuring the input line voltages and the pulse widths are calculated according to the 

demanded output frequency and amplitude. The output frequency of the converter is 

not synchronised to the mains input. 

The control transputer provides the real-time calculation of the duty cycles for 

the switching patterns. The matrix converter requires nine drive signals, three per 

output phase. These are used to connect the three output phases to the three input 

phases over a switching cycle as illustrated in Figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(b). It can be seen 

that the transputer only needs to calculate two switching times per phase per 

sampling time, T, With a fixed sample time, for example, tc. can be easily calculated 

as T, -tA. -tB.. Rather than actually download and time out pulse tc,,, it can simply be 

derived from pulses tA. and tB. using gate logic as illustrated in Figure 5.7 and 5.8. 

Two INTEL 8254 programmable interval timers (PITs) [60] were used to 

convert the calculated byte values into the pulses required for the gate drive circuits. 

The timing information from the control transputer is passed to the PITs using two 

CO 11 link adapters. While one of the link adapters provides the control and address 

signals, the other one provides the configuration data and count values. 

The six counters are initiated by taking the gate pin high and the count values 

are then timed out using a 0.2 pS external clock circuit. The counter enable signal 

is synchronised to the transputer's on board timer, but actual loading of the count 

values can be done at any time during the previous sample period. When the gate is 

enabled the output of the counters goes low and when the term inal count is reached 

the output goes high. Therefore, these output signals, one per phase are inverted to 

get the correct gate drive signals. 

Since all the gates are enabled together all counters start timing out at the 

same time. Therefore (considering output phase for example) in order to obtain the 
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correct signal from the counter output, the second counter is loaded with the count 

value for SA, (tj plus that for SB, OBJ. Then, the remain correction is done in 

hardware. The required signal forSB, 'Sobtained by ANDing the output of the first 

counter with the inverted output of the second counter. This signal is NORed with 

the inverted output of the first counter to generate the signal for SC. shown in Figure 

5.7. This logic gate arrangement also ensures that two or more switching devices in 

one output phase never conduct at the same time. The timing diagram for output 

phase, a is given in Figure 5.7. 

The operation of this circuit has proved very effective down to 500 pS 

sampling time and it is mainly restricted by the load time of the counters, which was 
100 PS. 
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5.5 Dead-Lock Protection Circuitry 

87 

Loss of synchronisation occurs when one transputer waits for communication 

which never comes. This phenomenon is called as dead-lock and usually occurs 

because of noise pick up on the serial cables. For instance, assume that there is a 

communication problem between the overseer (TI) and the speed input board because 

of the noise interference on the serial links. In this case, T, locks up and 

consequently, T2 locks up since it waits for communication to T,. If this happens the 

timing circuitry losses the count information resulting in a wrong fire sequence of the 

power switches. The circuit shown in Figure 5.9 provides an effective protection 

against the dead-lock of the transputer board. This circuit cooperates with the over- 

current protection circuit discussed in Section 4.4.2. 

RKMICUM CIL 

Figure 5.9 Dead-Lock Protection Circuit 

Under normal operation, the circuit receives a trigger signal from the 

transputer board every sampling time, 500 pS. This signal is an input to the clear pin 

of the counter, 74590. The counter counts up using a2 pS external clock circuit. if 

there is no fault condition (dead-lock) in transputer board the counter will be reset 
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every 500 pS providing the normal operation of the matrix converter. If the trigger 

signal is not received from the transputer board because of dead-lock the flip-flop 

(4027) will provide a latched trip signal (after 512 pS) disabling all of the gate 

signals by means of the disable circuit discussed in the next section. The circuit is 

reset by using the reset button on the over-current protection board. 

5.6 Delay and Disable rcuitry 
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In the prototype converter it is necessary to introduce a delay between drive 

signals to avoid a short circuit of the input lines. The circuit shown in Figure 5.10 

performs this task and also disables the drive signals in case of a fault condition. The 

input to the delay circuit is from the timing circuitry and the output is connected to 

the disable circuit. The delay time can be varied between 0 and 1.5 pS by setting the 

variable resistor on the circuit board. The circuit also shifts the voltage level from 

+15 V to +5 V. 

The disable circuit ensures that if there is a fault signal from the over-current 
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protection circuit it disables all the gate drive signals of the power switches. The 

signals from the delay circuit are ANDed with the fault signal which is high at 

normal operation. If there is a fault condition which might be a result of over-current 

or dead-lock, the fault signal will go down to zero. This will result in turning all of 

the gate drive signals off. 

The opto-isolation circuit provides the ground isolation between the power 

supplies of the gate drive circuit and the control circuitry to avoid large earth loops. 

This circuit also shifts the level of the control signals from 015 V to +/- 15 V to meet 

the input requirement of the gate drive circuiL 

5.7 Conclusions 

The transputer parallel processor was chosen to implement the matrix 

converter control due to the availability of the processor and peripherals, ease of 

implementation and the expertise within the department at using transputers. 

An interface board for the measurement of the instantaneous input voltages 

and output currents has been described. A timing circuit using programmable interval 

timers has been designed to generate the switching patterns. This board reduces the 

calculation time by generating the third drive signal of each output phase in 

hardware. It also ensures that two or more switches sharing the same output phase 

cannot conduct simultaneously. An effective protection circuit has been developed 

to protect the prototype converter in the case of transputer dead-lock. A delay circuit 

has been designed to introduce a controllable delay between the gate drive signals 

to avoid a short circuit of the input lines. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONSTANT V/F AND SLIP 

CONTROL OF MATRIX 

CONVERTER INDUCTION MOTOR 

DRIVES 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the real-time implementation of open-loop V/F and 

closed-loop slip control of the matrix converter induction motor drive on a transputer 

parallel processing network. 7be occarn implementation of the Venturini and scalar 

algorithms for open-loop control are described and experimental results are given to 

verify the correct operation of the control algorithms. Secondly, the speed control of 

the induction motor using constant Volt/Hertz control strategy in open-loop is given 

with its occam implementation. Test results are presented at the end of the section. 

The final section discusses a closed-loop control strategy using the slip 

regulation technique. The drive system structure and the design of the speed 

controller are described. The user interface with the supervising transputer and their 

routines are given as they are common to the vector control algorithm discussed in 

the next chapter. The occam implementation of the control strategy is presented and 

experimental results are given which show the transient and steady-state operation 

of the control strategy. 
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6.2 Real-Time Implementation of Control Algorithms 

Many of the published papers on the implementation of modulation algorithms 

for the matrix converter have employed fixed switching patterns. In this case, for 

certain output conditions (amplitude, frequency etc. ) duty cycles for the switching 

patterns are pre-calculated and placed into the memory. The fixed switching patterns 

using the Venturini algorithm can be only created for certain output frequencies 

where input and output frequencies are synchronised such as; 25 Hz, 50, Hz, 100 Hz 

etc. However, in general the input and output frequencies will be asynchronous, 

consequently the switching patterns may never repeat and cannot therefore be 

precalculated. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the duty cycles every sampling 

time in order to achieve voltage control in which the output frequency is 

continuously variable. 

In this project, the duty cycles for the switches are updated every sampling 

time, 500 pS, enabling closed-loop control of the induction motor drive. The method 

for the duty cycle calculations is explained in the following section. 

6.2.1 Real-Time Implementation of the Venturini Algorithm 

The scalar form of the Venturini algorithm for unity input displacement factor 

given in Equation 6.2 and 6.3 is used. The algorithm requires the position of the 

input vectors, instantaneous input voltages and desired output voltage. The input 

position can be obtained using a zero-crossing detector. However, the noise on the 

input voltage and timing error (since it is read once in one input period) will affect 

the modulation algorithm. In addition, transputers do not have direct interrupt 

facilities unlike conventional sequential processors. They require additional hardware 

and software to handle the interrupt request, which increases the system complexity. 

For these reasons, the instantaneous input voltages which are also needed for the 

modulation algorithm are measured and the input angle is then calculated using the 

equations given below; 
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V. 
ýV; + 'Ka + vc 

Am 1.5 

cq = arccos 
VA 

V. 
sm 

Where; VA, VB and Vc are the instantaneous input voltages 

V,. is the maximum input voltage 

(o, t is the input angle 

(6.1) 

Since the input voltages are measured every sampling time, T,, the input angle is 

updated avoiding phasing errors. The output angle is calculated every sampling time 

regarding the desired output frequency and the sampling time, T, as; 

00.0 
k 1- (co,, t), 

_, 
+Wý f. 

where (m. t)k-l is the previous value of coj 

The switching time for each switch is calculated using; 

++ 
2i 

sin(cq + Nf, ) sin(&Oýt) (6.2) Toy = 
[T' 

2 9q. vim 

I 

Where ;y denotes output 

P denotes input 

T is the phase shift 

q is the desired voltage ratio 

q. is the maximum voltage ratio (0.866) 

V., is the desired output voltage given by; 

V,, 
y = [q K.. cos((O. t + 11ý.. cos(Ro,, t) + LK.,, cos(3oý-t)] (6.3) [6 

ýq, 

Two versions of the software have been written, one in which the frequency 
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and voltage ratio are input from the keyboard for testing and another where they are 

supplied as outputs from a control loop. The input displacement factor is set to I 

which is desired for most applications although the converter can work at different 

displacement factors (leading or lagging). There are two look-up tables, one for 

cosines and one for arccosine. This pre-scaling takes up memory, but allows faster 

calculation of the control functions. 

The transputer network illustrated earlier in Figure 5.3 has been used to 

implement of the Venturini algorithm for testing purposes. The supervisor process 

receives the desired output frequency and amplitude from the keyboard and ramps 

the output from the present values to the new demand values. These are input to the 

second transputer every 500 pS. 

Occarn Implementation: 

The occam implementation of the Venturini algorithm is shown by the 

pseudo-code given below. Since the control algorithm is implemented on two 

transputers the occarn implementations for both transputers will be given separately. 

The occam. implementation on the supervising transputer is; 

PROC soft running 

Declarations -- Declare variables plus libraries 

SEQ 

... Initiate values 
WHILE TRUE 

SEQ 

Communicate with user -- Get outputfrequency 

and amplitude 

Ramping 

Transfer variables -- Send outputfrequency and 

amplitude to Transputer 2 
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The main routine is governed by the WHELE TRUE construct which means that the 

process will be repeated infinitely. The main fold, "Ramping" is given in detail by 

the pseudo-code as follows: 

IF 

demand =T -- demand on outputfrequency 

... Initialize the timer 

... Increase or decrease frequency 

demand = 'q' - demand on amplitude 

... Initialize the timer 

... Increase or decrease amplitude 

TRUE 

... Do nothing 

The occam implementation part of the control algorithm on the second 

transputer is given here; 

PROC Venturini 

... Declarations -- Declare variables plus libraries 

SEQ 

... Stamp 

... Set transputer clock -- See text 

PRI PAR 

WIBLE TRUE 

SEQ 

PRIALT 

... Communicate with supervising transputer 

TRUE&SKEP 

SKIP 

Measure input voltages 

... Calculate input angle -- Using Equation 6.1 

... Calculate duty cycles for switches -- Using 

Equation 6.2 
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... Pulse dropping --Ignore pulses less than 3, uS 

... Load counters See Section 53.4 

Wait for clock See text 

Enable counters 

Set transputer clock -- See text 

SEQ - Skip 

... Do nothing 
The declaration procedure in this program defines the variables, constants and 

initial values. The startup procedure loads the cosine and arccosine look-up tables 

and programs the pulse generation board. The calculation strategy is implemented as 

a high priority parallel process in order to access the high priority timer and is 

executed in an infinite loop. The low priority process "skip" does nothing. 

The current value of the transputer clock is initialized to the variable "now" 

and immediately, the demand output frequency and amplitude are received from the 

supervising transputer. Here, asynchronous communication (using the occam PRI 

ALT construction) is provided with the supervising transputer. This construction 

ensures that a new frequency and voltage demand can be input at any time from the 

keyboard but it will be ignored by the high priority process until the start of the next 

sample period. This is followed by two instantaneous phase voltage measurements 

through the A/D board and the input angle is calculated using the procedure given 

in Section 6.2.1. Subsequently the switch duty cycles for each output phase are 

calculated using Equations 6.2 - 6.3. The pulse dropping procedure ensures that 

narrow pulses (< 3 pS) are ignored. The interface board counters are then loaded as 

described in Section 5.4. The transputer waits until the clock value has reached 

(now+500). This is achieved by using a "TTME 7 AMER (now + 500)" wait 

statement which ensures that the pulse initiation is synchronised to the same point 

in every sampling time. At this point the counters are enabled by outputting the 

correct control byte to the interface board. The transputer clock is again initialized 

to the variable "now" and the 500 pS sample period is completed. The total 

calculation time to execute this high priority process was 265 pS which includes 100 
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pS for loading the counters. 

6.2.2 Real-Time Implementation of the Scalar Algorithm 

The scalar control algorithm for the matrix converter is based on the 

knowledge of the instantaneous input voltages. Although the control algorithm is easy 

to implement in real time it requires the instantaneous input voltages to be measured 

very accurately. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are two rules to determine the duty 

cycles for the switches: 

Rule 1: M is assigned to the input voltage which has a different polarity from 

the other two voltages. 

Rule 2: K and L are assigned to the two input phase voltages which share the 

same polarity, the smallest one of the two (in absolute value), being 

K 

Tben, the duty cycles for the switches are given as; 

TL = T. 
1.5 Vi. 2 

VL 

(V. -VM) VK TK Tsý -I 
.5 

V2 im 

TM = T, - (TL + TK) 

Where; T, : The switching period 

V. : The desired output voltage 

Vi. : The maximum input voltage 

VL9 VK9 VM : The instantaneous input voltages 

(6.4) 

The transputer network used in the implementation of the Venturini algorithm 

is also used to implement the scalar algorithm. The occarn implementation of the 

scalar algorithm on the second transputer is shown by the pseudo-code given below. 

The occarn implementation of the algorithm on the supervising transputer is the same 

as for the Venturini algorithm and not repeated here. 
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PROC Scalar 

... Declarations -- Declare variables plus libraries 

SEQ 

... Startup 

... Set transputer clock 

PRIPAR 

WHILE TRUE 

SEQ 

PRI ALT 

... Communicate with supervising transputer 

TRUE&SKIP 

SKIP 

Communicate with supervising transputer 

... Measure input voltages 

... Assign K, L, M -- See text 

... Calculate duty cycles for switches -- Using 

Equation 6.4 

... Pulse dropping 

... Load counters -- See Section 5.3.4 

... Wait for clock 

... Enable counters 

... Set transputer clock 

SEQ - Skip 

... Do nothing 

The software structure for the implementation of the scalar algorithm is 

almost same as that of the Venturini algorithm. Here, the only difference is that the 

" Calculate input angle " fold is replaced by the " Assign K, L, M " fold in which the 

input voltages are assigned to the variables K, L and M according to the rules given 
for the scalar algorithm. In the following fold the duty cycles are calculated using 
Equation 6.4. Ilie resultant execution time for the scalar algorithm was 276 pS 
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including time for loading the counters. 

6.2.3 Experimental Results 

Experimental results for both the Venturini and the scalar algorithm have been 

taken with the converter feeding a passive R-L load (0.6 92 and 70 mH). Figures 

6.1(a) and 6.1(b) show the output currents for both algorithms. in this case, the 

output frequency is ramped from 10 Hz to 60 Hz. The rrns input line voltage was set 

to 250 V with voltage ratio, q=0.3. The output currents shown in Figures 6.2(a) and 
6.2(b) were obtained by ramping the voltage ratio, q from 0.3 to 0.82 at an rms input 

line voltage of 250 V and a fixed output frequency of 30 Hz. 

6.3 Open-Loop V/F Induction Motor Control 

Open-loop speed control of an induction motor with an adjustable-frequency 

supply provides a satisfactory adjustable-speed drive when the transient performance 

characteristics are undemanding and when the motor operates at steady speeds for 

long periods. The speed of the induction motor can be controlled by varying stator 

frequency f, which controls the synchronous speed and hence the motor speed if the 

slip is kept small. 

The torque developed by an induction motor is given by Equation 6.5; 

T. =K4, )2 
COSI 

(6.5) 
ag R2 

where K is a constant and depends on the motor design 

ý.. is the airgap flux 

As can be seen, if the airgap flux is maintained constant under all operating 

conditions, the induction motor torque is uniquely determined by the slip frequency 

and is independent of supply frequency. In open-loop control, airgap flux can be 

maintained constant by keeping the ratio of the airgap voltage to frequency constant. 
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Load (a) The Venturini Algorithm, (b) Scalar Algorithm 
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This is done by keeping the tem-dnal voltage to frequency ratio constant except at 

low frequencies where it is necessary to boost the voltage to overcome the drop 

across the stator resistance. This method is commonly referred to a terminal 

Volt/Hertz (V/F) control and is widely used in simple open-loop systems. 

Constant V/F operation cannot be achieved at above synchronous speed since 
it is impossible to increase the motor terminal voltage more than its rated value. This 

results in weakening of airgap flux and reduction of maximum torque. In this case, 

the motor operates in constant power region where maximum torque changes 
inversely with square of the stator frequency. 

6.3.1 Occam Implementation of the Control Algorithm 

The Venturini algorithm is used in the implementation of the constant V/F 

control. The occarn implementation of the control strategy is almost the same as for 

the Venturini algorithm described in Section 6.2.1. Here, the only difference is the 

process on the supervising transputer. Therefore the occarn implementation part of 

the control algorithm on the second transputer is not repeated. The occam 

implementation on the supervising transputer is given by pseudo-code below; 

PROC V/F control 

Declarations -- Declare variables plus libraries 

SEQ 

... Initiate values 
PRIPAR 

WHILE TRUE 

SEQ 

Conununicatc with user -- Get output 
frequency 

Constant V/F and ramping -- See below 

SEQ 
Do nodiing 
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The main fold, "Constant V/F and ramping" is given in detail by the pseudo-code as 
follows: 

WHELE (fdemand. > fpresent) 

SEQ 

clock ? now - initialize the timer 

f. present := Epresent + 0.1 -- increase output fi-equency 

... Perform constant V/F control 

clock 7 AFIER now PLUS (delay) -- waitfor delay 

... Transfer variables - sendfrequency & amplitude to second 

transputer 

VM]ILE Nernand < f. present 
SEQ 

clock ? now -- initialize the timer 

f. present :=f. present - 0.1 -- decrease outputfrequency 

... perform constant V/F control 

clock ? AFIER now PLUS (delay) -- waitfor delay 

... Transfer variables -- sendfrequency & amplitude to second 

transputer 

This fold provides constant V/F control and ramping. If there is an output frequency 

demand from the user, it is compared with the present value of the output frequency. 

Then, using the occam WHILE construction, the output frequency is increased or 

decreased until it reaches the demand value. A timing process (which provides a wait 

until the transputer clock value "delay" is reached) is used to introduce a delay at 

each step of the frequency change in order to provide a slow increase or decrease. 

After that the amplitude and frequency are sent to the second transputer which 

executes the Venturini algorithm and calculates the pulse widths. The communication 

between the supervising transputer and the second transputer is asynchronised using 

the occam PRI ALT construction as explained in Section 6.2.1. 
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6.3.2 Experimental Results 

2.2 kW induction motor has been used as a load to demonstrate the operation 

of open-loop V/F control strategy. Ille specifications of the motor are given in 

Appendix C. Results have been taken for below rated, rated and above rated speed 

of the induction motor. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the motor line currents for constant 
V/F operation at 600 rpm (20 Hz) and 1500 rpm (50 Hz), respectively. Figure 6.5 

shows the motor current at 80 Hz output frequency running with 2400 rprn. In this 

case the motor operates in the field weakening region. All these results have been 

taken on no-load. 
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Figure 6.3 Ile Motor Line Current Operating at 20 liz with Open-Loop Constant V/F Control 
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6.4 Closed-Loop Control Using the Slip Regulation Technique 

Open-loop speed control has the disadvantage that the induction motor speed 

slows down slightly when load torque is applied. Moreover, this control technique 
is not satisfactory where the dynamics of speed control need to be very fast and 

precise. Therefore, closed-loop control is necessary for precise steady-state operation 
in the presence of supply voltage fluctuations and load disturbances and also when 
fast dynamic response is required. A wide variety of closed-loop control techniques 

are used to meet different applications and performance requirements. An effective 

torque control loop for a high-performance induction motor drive may include control 

loops for airgap flux, slip frequency, or stator current (in terms of amplitude and 

phase). These inner loops require additional sensing or estimating of motor quantities, 

but result in high-quality drive performance. However, the control structure of the 

induction motor drive can be simplified when fast response is not a priority. In this 

case, the inner torque loop or stator current loop can be ornitted. These simplified 

control structures allow a significant reduction in drive cost and are satisfactory for 

many industrial applications such as; speed control of fans, pumps, compressors and 

the like. 

The control scheme shown in Figure 6.6 has been implemented in the matrix 

converter drive. This control technique provides Constant V/F control using slip 

regulation. In this method, the motor shaft position is read using an encoder and the 

speed, n is then calculated as described in Appendix C. The demand speed, n* is 

compared with the actual shaft speed, n. The resulting speed error, n*-n is passed 

thorough the speed controller which defines the converter frequency and voltage. A 

proportional-Integral (PI) controller is used to perform the speed controller. A slip 
limit is introduced in the control system so that the demanded slip frequency can 

never exceed the breakdown value in the motoring or generating regions. Thus, stable 

operation is possible close to the breakdown point, giving a high torque per ampere 

and good dynamic performance for sudden changes in demanded speed. The 

compensated speed error is used to generate the slip frequency command, a)*,,. This 
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signal is added to the actual motor speed signal, co, to determine the converter 

frequency command co%. Another signal is also supplied to a function generator that 

produces the voltage command, V*,. The function generator implements a voltage 
boost at low frequencies in order to keep the airgap flux constant. The induction 

motor torque is therefore proportional to the slip frequency, as shown by Equation 

6.5 and the slip control loop acts as a inner torque loop. 

3-Phus AC MATM CONVERTER m 

PMCSM 

Enoodw 

C-A Spwd Cccdrolkz 

Dmmd Spoe a* Wd 
PI 

+ 

Actual Spa4 

Figure 6.6 Closed-Loop Adjustable-Speed Induction Motor Drive Using Slip Regulation 

The direction of motor rotation is determined by the phase sequence of the 

stator frequency. The modulation algorithm automatically reverses the phase sequence 

when the demanded fi-equency is negative as explained in Section 2.2.1. Independent 

control of the direction and the slip polarity means that four-quadrant operation is 

possible, giving motor or generator operation for either direction of rotation. A rapid 

reduction or reversal in demanded speed results in the generation of a negative slip 

command, causing the machine to operate as an induction generator. As a result of 

bidirectional operation of the matrix converter, this regenerated energy is easily 

returned to the AC utility network. This is one of the advantages of the matrix 

converter over the voltage-source inverter. 
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6.4.1 System Layout 

Figure 6.7 shows the whole block diagram for closed-loop control of the 

matrix converter induction motor drive. Two transputers running in parallel are used 
to implement the slip regulation control technique. One of the transputers, 
"supervisor' provides on-line communication between the user and the control 

transputer, T2 and executes the speed measurement and speed control. The process 

on the second transputer, T2 is inherently sequential and it implements the input 

voltage and output current measurements, calculations for the Venturini algorithm 

and actuation of the timing board. 

6.4.2 Speed Controller Design 

For good transient and steady-state performance, the speed controller must be 

properly designed so that the closed-loop transfer function of the drive system has 

the desired structure. A PI speed controller has been employed for the system to 

provide a speed control system with no steady-state error and minimal overshoot 

during transients. Figure 6.8 shows the Laplace block diagram of the controller. The 

CODAS software package program [61] was used for the design of the controller. 

The block diagram in Figure 6.8 consists of the PI controller characterised by Y., and 

a, a limiter for the slip frequency and the mechanical characteristic of the machine 

with the torque constant C (0.6 1) and the inertia, J (0.0 115 kgm'). The resultant PI 

controller has K, = 0.3 and a= 50 giving a natural frequency of 12 Hz and a 
damping factor of 0.707 with the machine unloaded. 
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Figure 6.8 Laplace Block Diagram for the Design of the Speed Controller 

6.43 Occam Implementation of the Control Algorithm 

The user interface to the slip control algorithm is provided by supervisory 

routines running on the B004 motherboard and the EBM PC itself. The user routine 

on the IBM PC is written in Turbo Pascal [62] according to the PC inpuVoutput 

configuration. The reason for using Turbo Pascal instead of occarn is that it provides 

simplicity for the monitoring utility. This software includes commands for resetting 

the B004, loading code from the PC and bidirectional data transfer. The routine 

provides: 

1) Keyboard and screen drivers for direct motor speed control 

2) An ability to capture data over a prescribed period and transfer this data 

to a disk Me. 

3) Access to graphics and plot routines to allow visual data analysis whilst 
the motor is running. 

The user routine written in Turbo Pascal allows access to graphics and plot routines 

without disturbing the operation of the transputer network . When the user program 
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is terminated the transputer network continues to run but with no user interface. The 

plotting and graphics routines can then be called up for visual analysis of the 

transient and steady-state data. The user routine written in Turbo Pascal will not be 

given in detail here. 

The control algorithm on the supervising transputer (TI) provides two parallel 

processes on a single transputer. Two procedures are defiried, one high and one low 

priority process. 'Me high priority process (overseer) provides the speed measurement 

and speed control and synchronised communication with the second transputer, T. 

whereas the low priority process, 'userio' interfaces between the overseer and the 

user, preventing the long interface and calculation processes from extending the 

sample time of the control system as described in detail in Section 5.2.2. The occam 

implementation for this program with pseudo-code is shown in Figure 6.9. The six 

procedures used are "ndn" and "n. out", which provide 16 bit integer communication 

between the user (Pascal routine) and the B004 motherboard via the IBM PC 

input/output port-transputer serial link, "userio. to. overseer" and "overseer. to. userio", 

which provide 32 bit serial link interface between the two transputers, "speed. in" and 

"read. speed". which are used to read the 12 bit shaft position through the A/D. The 

initiate routine is used to set up the initial values for the variables used. 

The PRI PAR statement is used to execute the two processes, 'overseer' and 

V userio' in parallel. The process 'overseer' is governed by a WHILE TRUE statement 

which means that the process will be repeated infinitely. Ile routine starts by 

assigning the current value of the transputer timer to the variable "now"and 

communicates with the second transputer, T2 for synchronisation. 'me process then 

reads the shaft position through the A/D. In the following step of the process, a 

counter is used to set the position sample time of 5 mS, providing a speed resolution 

of 1.2 rpm. If the counter reaches 10, the speed is calculated, filtered and the PI 

speed controller is executed. The digital implementation of this controller is given 

in Appendix F. The output of the speed controller sets the frequency for the constant 

V/F control with voltage boost below 20 Hz. After that, the counter is set to 1, 

enabling another 5 mS sample time. Every 500 pS the frequency and voltage demand 
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is passed from T, to T2 and immediately afterwards the voltages, currents and control 

variables are sent from T2, to T, for monitoring purposes. The interface between the 

user and the control network is created by the ALT construct which uses the input 

from the internal channel "userio. to. overseer" and the transputer clock as its operands. 

If the 'userio' routine is ready to communicate with the network it will output the 

speed demand or data capture to the 'overseer' on channel "userio. to. overseer". The 

overseer will either read the demanded speed or send data to the user using channel 

"overseer. to. userio". The userio has a period of 450 pS in which to initiate this 

communication from the time that the transputer clock is read. If this communication 

does not occur the TIME ? AFIER(now+450) input to the ALT construct dictates 

that this communication is ignored for this cycle and the overseer procedure returns 

to its initial mode for synchronisation with T2. Ile principle behind the time-slicing 

technique employed by the transputer ensures that the userio process will always be 

executed on demand. 

The userio routine acts as a software buffer between the user and the control 

transputer. The user demand can be on speed or on-line data capture for monitoring 

purposes. The routine has its own local variables defined within the process and is 

executed in an infinite loop. The 'userio' process starts by reading the command 

value "choice" from the user and selects a process depending on the value of this 

parameter. These values are: 

Y the new speed demand is read from the user. This is then passed to the overseer, 

and the previous set of sampled data are read into this process from 'overseer' 

and put into a two dimensional array. The array pointer is incremented, and this 

process repeated 1500 times to capture data over the speed transient period. Then, 

this data array is sent to the user for monitoring utility. 

Y only a single sample set is captured and this is passed to the user for screen 

display. 

'd' this command provides a capture of data over 1500 consecutive samples from the 

overseer and then these are passed to the user for steady-state observation on the 

screen display. 
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On completion of any of these processes the routine returns to the start to 

wait for the new command value from the user. 

The occam. implementation part of the control algorithm on the second 
transputer is given under the T. label in Figure 6.9. This software basically performs 

pulse width calculations using the Venturini algorithm. The software structure is 

almost the same as that described in Section 6.2.1 but here additionally, the output 

currents and input voltages are sent to the supervising transputer. The rest of the 

program is the same and is not described again. 

6.4.4 Experimental Results 

Experimental results have been taken for transient operation of the induction 

motor in closed-loop control using the slip regulation technique. Figure 6.10 shows 

the transient motor current and speed waveforms for speed reversal in which the 

motor speed was changed from 1500 rpm to -1500 rpm. The results shown in Figure 

6.11 have been taken to demonstrate the regenerative operation of the matrix 

converter. In this case, the motor speed was reversed from 2400 rpm to -2400 rpm 
in order to get more regenerative energy (note that the rated motor speed is 1500 

rpm). The regeneration starts at 40 mS where the speed is reduced and the input 

current changes its phase as shown in Figure 6.11. Note that in this figure the input 

current has been filtered. Figure 6.12 shows the motor current and speed waveforms 

whilst the motor is accelerating from 200 rpm to 1500 rpm. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

The real-time implementation of open-loop and closed-loop control of the 

matrix converter induction motor drive on a transputer paraHel processing network 
has been described. Both the Venturini and the scalar algorithm have been 

implemented. Both algorithms show similar results with a passive R-L load. It has 

been found that the scalar algorithm needs very accurate input voltage measurement 

since the duty cycles for the scalar algoridim are mainly determined by the 
instantaneous input voltages. Any noise on the input voltages will result in the 
distortion of the output currents. In addition, the occarn implementation time for the 

scalar algorithm was found to be slightly longer than that for the Venturini algorithm. 

For these reasons, the Venturini algorithm has been used to implement closed-loop 

of the matrix converter. 

Open-loop constant V/F control of the matrix converter induction motor drive 
has been explained and demonstrated. The experimental results given under various 

iso 360 720 

lime ttL 
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operating conditions have verified the correct operation of the control system. Finally, 

closed-loop control of the drive using the slip regulation technique has been 

achieved. The occarn implementation of the control strategy and the user interfaCe 

routines has been given. The operation of the control system under steady-state and 

transient conditions has been examined and the results presented. The matrix 

converter has been shown to be capable of operation as a four quadrant drive, with 

natural regeneration. 



CHAPTER 7 

VECTOR CONTROL OF MATRIX 

CONVERTER INDUCTION MOTOR 

DRIVES 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the application of the vector control (field oriented) 

technique to matrix converter induction motor drives. The first section describes the 

principle of vector control with its mathematical structure. Section two outlines the 

implementation of the vector control technique used in the matrix converter drive. 

The problems associated with the implementation of this technique for a high 

performance matrix converter induction motor drive are discussed. The next section 

deals with the design of the speed and current controllers. The implementation of the 

vector control technique on the transputer network is given with its occarn structure. 

Finally, in the last section experimental results are given which show the 

transient and steady-state operation of the drive. It is demonstrated that high 

performance operation with full four-quadrant capability can be achieved with this 

type of drive. 

7.2 Vector Control 

Vector control is a technique which allows the induction motor to act like a 

separately excited DC machine with decoupled control of torque and flux, making 
it possible to operate the induction motor as a high-performance four-quadrant servo 
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drive. The principle of vector control was devised by Hasse and Blaschke [63] and 

was developed by Leonard [64-661. 

In separately excited DC machine with a constant field excitation, torque is 

directly proportional to armature current. The orthogonal relationship between air gap 
flux and torque is independent of the speed of rotation so that the torque of the DC 

machine is proportional to the product of the flux and armature current. If the 

magnetic saturation is ignored, field flux is proportional to field current and is 

unaffected by armature current because of the orthogonal orientation of the stator and 

rotor fields. Iberefore, direct control of armature current gives direct control of motor 

torque and fast response, because motor torque can be altered as rapidly as armature 

current can be altered. 

4 
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Figure 7.1 Vector Diagram for Induction Motor Currents 
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The vector control technique provides a similar control strategy for the 

induction motor. The idea behind vector control is that the stator current of the 

induction motor is decomposed into orthogonal components as a magnetization 

component (flux producing) and a torque component. Ilese components are 

controlled individually. In order to obtain high dynamic performance of the induction 

motor, the magnetizing current component is maintained at its rated level while the 

torque should be controlled through the torque component of the stator current. 
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A generalized d-q axis dynamic model of the induction motor in a rotating 
frame of reference is used to derive the vector control algorithrri. The equations 
defining the stator and rotor dynamics in a synchronously rotating frame of reference 
( rotating at co, ) shown in Figure 7.1 are given in the matrix form below [641; 

Kd 

Kq 
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R, +GL, S -cqcylý 
MS 
L -(Dm ]Eý ýd 
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R 
'+S 

L 
41ýq 

where :M is the mutual inductance between the stator and rotor 

a is the leakage coefficient 

co,, is the slip frequency 

S denotes d/dt 

is the stator self inductance 

is the rotor self inductance 
O, 

d, 
O, 

qare d-q axis rotor fluxes 

The d axis flux linking the rotor windings is; 

(Drd = Mid + Lrýd 

The q axis flux linldng the rotor windings is; 

41ýq = M'sq + Lrrq 

The torque expression for this system is; 

Osqoýkd - 'sd(kq) (. E2) 
'ýý 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where p is the number of pole pairs. 
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If the d axis (real axis) of the rotating frame of reference is aligned to the 

rotor flux axis, then the d-q model simplifies significantly. Therefore; 

(kq 0 

1 (or 41) 
rd 

Substituting Equation 7.5 into Equation 7.1; 

Ksd 
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The torque equation becomes; 

2 (. L2 i" Ord 

k iqOd 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

2 
where k2 

3 2) 
M 
L, 

In Equation 7.7 it should be noted that the rotor flux, 41, d differs from the air gap 

flux by the rotor leakage. The rotor flux is used instead of the true air gap flux in the 

torque expression since it simplifies the dynamic equations used later. 'Me rotor flux 

is compensated for in the torque expression by the factor (M/4) [671. 

Rearranging rows 3 and 4 of Equation 7.6 ; 

mR ri'd = 
Rr(bd 

+ 
dOý 

(7.8) 
Lr dt 
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coil M 
isq 

45rd 
(7.9) 

Introducing the defined relation (Dd = M. i.,, d (where im is the magnetising current) 

and also the rotor time constant, r, = 1, /F, then Equations 7.8 and 7.9 become; 

=, 
di-d (7.10) 'sd + lavd 

t 

Cý, t 
in 

For an induction motor operating with a constant rotor flux; 

(D ý- M 'mrd =M 'sd (7.12) 
rd 

and the torque equation becomes; 

2 M2 
ýq (7.13) 

-T 
(. E2) 

L, 

Equations 7.10,7.11 and 7.13 are the fundamental equations for vector 

control. Equation 7.10 is exactly the same as the dynamic equation for the field of 

a DC motor which is; 

Vf (Lf dif 

f 
if +. Tf T. dt 

Here, isd corresponds to Vt / Rf which is the steady-state field current. Since in 

steady-state ýd = ý,, d, io is directly proportional to the flux level in the induction 

motor. For this reason, kd is called the "field component" of the stator current. Under 

constant torque operation of the induction motor, 
isd = ir, 

ý, dis kept constant. 

In Equation 7.11,4, is analogous to the armature current in the DC machine. 

It is caUed the "torque current" which corresponds to the torque component of the 
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stator current. Here, if id is kept constant then under vector conditions the slip 

frequency is directly proportional to the torque current. The torque equation of the 

induction motor (Equation 7.13) corresponds to the torque equation of a DC motor 

where ýqcontrols the induction motor torque. 

7.3 Implementation of Vector Control 

Vector control can be applied to all frequency controlled induction motor 

drives including matrix converter drives. The instantaneous position of the rotor flux 

vector, as expressed by the magnitude and angle of the rotor magnetizing current 

vector, i. is required to implement vector control for induction motor drives. The 

technique for finding the rotor flux vector results in two vector control strategies; 

direct and indirect vector control. 

In direct vector control, the flax density in the air gap of the machine is 

measured directly either by placing Hall-sensors in the air gap or search coils in the 

stator slots. Both techniques however require a specially modified induction motor, 

which is not generally practicable. The search coil signals are proportional to flux 

change which must be integrated to obtain the main flux. The drift of integration 

causes problem below 0.5 Hz. This limitation precludes the application of this 

method to drives requiring position control. The requirement of the specially 

modified induction motor for direct vector control can be avoided by measuring 

terminal voltages in which the stator windings are used as flux sensing coils. 

However, this technique requires accurate voltage compensation due to the resistive 

voltage drop, which dominates at low frequencies. The voltage compensation 

becomes difficult since the stator resistance changes with temperature, limiting the 

application of this technique below 3 Hz. 

An alternative solution to this technique is the indirect vector control 

technique which eliminates measurement or computation of the rotor flux. There are 

two forms of the indirect control; flux angle observer and feedforward or slip-gain 

control. The flux angle observer technique uses a flux model to calculate the rotor 
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flux [63]. Ile feedforward technique aligns the d axis to the rotor flux vector by 

controlling the slip angular velocity according to Equation 7.11 using the controller 

reference values Of isq and id rather than the actual machine value. It thus relies 

upon the precise control of the d and q axis currents using fast current controllers. 

For this technique, three input variables are required, the shaft speed and two of the 

three stator currents. The instantaneous position of the rotor flux is determined by 

summing the rotor position signal and the commanded slip position obtained by 

integrating Equation 7.11. In this project the feedforward indirect vector control 

technique has been used. This technique has the advantage that zero-speed operation 

is possible because the equations are valid when co, is zero and therefore, it is 

suitable for a servo drive. 

All indirect methods are sensitive to variations in machine parameters. The 

calculation process requires the rotor time constant, 'r, which involves the 

temperature-dependent rotor resistance, R, and saturation-dependent inductance, L". 

If the value of -; used in the calculation is not equal to the actual value, the desired 

decoupling of flux and torque is not achieved, resulting in the undesirable effects in 

both the steady-state and dynamic performance of the drive. Parameter adaptation can 

be used to overcome this problem. Sophisticated adaptive techniques have been 

developed where parameter changes are continuously sensed and appropriate 

corrections made online [67]. However, these techniques have not been implemented 

in this project due to the requirement for an additional transputer. 

Figure 7.2 shows the block diagram for a vector-controlled matrix converter 

induction motor drive. 7be indirect vector control technique using impressed voltages 

and control of field and torque current components has been implemented in the 

matrix converter induction motor drive. The controller imposes a rotor flux vector 

angle 0. which is aligned to the d axis. The motor speed, q is measured by 

determining the rate of change of the position encoder output and is compared to the 

demanded speed, w,. f. The resulting speed error is then processed by a proportional- 

integral (PI) controller to produce an i*,, demand, which in the constant torque region 

is proportional to the torque demand providing that the system is field orientated. The 
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torque demand current is limited to prevent motor drawing very high currents (isal isbs 

i. ). The flux current demand is maintained constant at just under saturation level 

when machine runs below synchronous-speed. However, field weakening must be 

introduced above synchronous-speed operating conditions so that the flux current 

reference is reduced as the speed is increased above its synchronous base. 

The transformation of the instantaneous stator currents into field oriented d 

and q axis components is carried out in two stages. First, the three instantaneous 

stator currenM '. (t), kb(t) and ý. (t) are transformed to the stationary two axis 

currents, kjt) and kp(t). These are then transformed into the rotating d, q axis 

currents, 
is. and t., Tle equivalent complex operator Ok is used in this 

transformation. 0. denotes the instantaneous flux vector angle. The transformations 

are given in Appendix E. Ile inverse transformation of d and q axis values to the 

instantaneous stator reference frame is also given in Appendix E and is represented 

by the complex operator e. 

The voltage referenced scheme shown in Figure 7.2 is based on the stator 

dynamic equations derived from Equation 7.6. The two components of the current, 

one relating to the establishment of the flux and the other to the torque, are 

determined by reference to the motor parameters a control loop acting on the stator 

voltages draws these to their demanded values. The stator dynamic equations derived 

from Equation 7.6 are; 

K=R cr 
di-, 

+ 
L. dOý, j (7.14) 
LR dt 

cr. L 
diq 

Rj +a+ Cýe*C; Lig*', 
td 

+ Co - rd .q9 Sq dt * LR 
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The two current controllers which employ proportional integral (PI) control 

process the id and ýq errors to give Vd and V q. The relevant equations for 

controller design correspond to the first two terms of Equations 7.14 and 7.15. 

(7.16) Kd 
'ý&+SGLýr 

'ad 

Výq R, +scFLý, i,,, (7.17) 

Ile details of the control design are discussed later in Section 7.4. 

Tle remaining terms in Equations 7.14 and 7.15 must be added to the output 

of each current controller for voltage compensation. Here, (Ddis replaced by L.. i,,,, d. 
Since the field weakening is not applied, it can be assumed that ; 

constant 

Therefore, the term (LJLR)(d(Dddt) in Equation 7.14 becomes zero and is not used 

in the voltage compensation. The resulting voltage reference signalsV*, dandV*, qare 
then converted to the three-phase voltages using the complex operator ej'. The three- 

phase voltages V*.,, V*,,,, and V*,. are used as the input signals for the Venturini 

algorithm to generate the duty cycles for each switch in the matrix converter. 

7.3.1 Third Harmonic Addition 

In order to obtain the intrinsic maximum output voltage of the matrix 

converter the third harmonic of the input and output voltage waveforms are added 

to each of the output waveforms. As described in Chapter 2 the maximum output 

voltage is equal to 86.6% of the input voltage. This is achieved by using Equation 

6.3 which consists of three terms, one for output voltage and the other two for third 

harmonic of the output voltage and input voltage, respectively. In the implementation 

of the Venturini algorithm it is straightforward to add the third harmonic of the input 

voltage waveform since the input angle is known. The vector control scheme 

Mustrated in Figure 7.2 provides the instantaneous reference voltages and the 
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converter frequency, co.. The reference voltages correspond to the first term of 

Equation 6.3. The third harmonic and the maximum value of the output voltage 
(q. V. ) can be calculated using this inforination. 

7.4 Controller Design 

7.4.1 Speed Controller 

Ile block diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 7.3. The control loop 

urr consists of the PI controller characterised by K, and a, a limiter for the torque c ent 

and the mechanical characteristic of the machine with torque constant C (0.84) and 

inertia, J (0.015 kgm2). Tle delay caused by the current controller and the processing 

time has been ignored. As discussed in Section 3.6, large transient currents cause 

high peak currents in the switching devices. For this reason, the output of the speed 

controller is limited to avoid large currents in the motor and therefore in the snubber 

circuit. This ensures that the matrix converter operates within its rating during 

transients. 

. 
Kc (s + a) 

............. ... .... ....... lip 
I 

I ................. ... 

Figure 7.3 Laplace Block Diagram for the Design of Speed Controller 
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The CODAS software package program [611 was used for the design of the 

controller. I'lie resultant PI controller for the induction motor has K. = 0.5 and a 
13.3 giving a bandwidth of 20 Hz and a damping factor of 0.707 on no-load. The 

torque current was limited to 4A corresponding to the line output current of 7.2 A. 

7.42 Current Controller 

The block diagram shown in Figure 7.4 is common to both controllers since 

they are governed by the same "effective" armature time constant, cYLA. The 

current control loop includes the PI controller, a limiter which represents the 

maximum phase voltage obtainable from the prototype converter (145 V) and the 

stator characteristics of the induction motor with the resistance R, (2.75 Q) and 

effective inductance crL, (0.028 H). The delay caused by the control processing time 

has been ignored. 

The PI parameters for d and q axis currents derived from the simulation 

(CODAS) are K, = 7.8 and a= 397. The bandwidth of the controHer is 50 Hz. The 

response time to step changes in reference current is around 5 mS. 

sq 
vm* 

r-C (5 + a) 4 Rs+ CrLlis lumftw 1 -1 8 

Figure 7A Laplace Block Diagrarn for the Design of the Current Controller 
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7.5 Implementation of Vector Control On the Transputer 

Network 

7.5.1 Transputer Layout 

Figure 7.5 illustrates the transputer network used for the implementation of 

the vector control strategy. The network is identical to that used for the slip control 

strategy described in Section 6.4. Two transputers are used in the network. The first 

one, "supervisor" executes two processes ("overseer" and "userio") running in parallel 

as discussed in Section 6.4.1. Here, the major difference is that the process, 

it overseer" reads the shaft position every sampling time, 500 pS and then calculates 

the flux angle. The speed is still sampled at a rate of 200 Hz. The process "overseer" 

on the first transputer is synchronised to the second transputer. 

The second process, "userio" on the supervisor transputer executes the same 

program as that used for the slip control strategy apart from the "user menu" which 

includes more commands. 

The second transputer, "control" which executes a sequential process performs 

measurements, two current controllers, the duty cycle calculations and the timer 

loading and control. This process has the high priority and is repeated every sampling 

time, 500 pS. 

7.5.2 Occam Implementation of the Vector Control Technique 

Tle occam implementation on the supervising transputer (TI) in pseudo code 

is shown in Figure 7.6. Two processes run in paraUel under the reserved occam 

statement TRI PAR'. The first process, 9overseer' is a high priority Process and is 

synchronised to the transputer, 'control'. 'Me other process, 'userio' is a low priority 

process and it is only executed when there is a user interrupt. 

lie process 'overseer' is governed by a WHELE TRUE statement which 

provides an infinite loop. Position reading and speed calculation routines are identical 
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to those of the slip control. Ile torque current demand, i*, 
qis 

derived from a digitafly 

implemented PI controller acting on the speed error value. The digital implementation 

of the controller is described in Appendix F. In the 'calculate flux angle procedure', 

the slip frequency, co,, is calculated by using Equation 7.11. This is then integrated 

and added to the shaft position, 0, to obtain the flux angle, 0.. Flux angle cosine and 

sine values are read from the look-up table. The next routine provides communication 

with the transputer, 'control'. The demand flux current, i*, d9 torque currenti*, q, CO., 

cosO., sinO. and the 'enable/disable' cornmand are sent to the control transputer. 

Then, the variables (for monitoring purposes) are received from the control 

transputer. 7be ALT construct performs the same task as that used for the slip 

control described in Section 6.4.3. The only difference is the disable command and 

the command for changing the demand flux current, i*, d. 

The 'userio' process is also similar to that used for slip control but there are 

two extra commands. 

T the new flux current demand is read from the user. This is then passed to 

toverseer'. 

W this demand disables the closed-loop control. 'Userio' passes the demand 

to 'overseer' and then the vector control is disabled. 

When a speed demand is input from the user, this automatically enables the vector 

control. lberefore, there is no need to input another command to enable the closed- 

loop control. 

Tie occarn implementation part of the control algorithm on the control 

transputer (T2) is also given in Figure 7.6. Declarations and startup procedures are 

similar to those of the slip control. Tle current value of the transputer clock is 

initialized to the variable 'now. 'Me vector control process is sequentially executed 

and it is governed by a WHILE TRUE statement. The process starts communicating 

with the supervising transputer, T, to provide synchronisation. Then, the input phase 

voltages and output currents are measured through the AM converter. In the 

following procedure the input angle is calculated by using Equation 6.1 as described 

in Section 6.2.1. After that, the process receives the variables and 'code' from T, 
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required for vector control. The output currents are transformed to d and q axis 

currents as demonstrated in Appendix E. The measured values of input voltage VA, 

input current IA and output current L and d-q axis currents i, d and ', q are then passed 

to Tp The value of 'code' is used to determine which control is implemented. If 

'code' =0 the controller disables the vector control and initialises an the variables 

including the field and torque components of the current and the flux angle which 

are set to zero. In this case, the system operates in open-loop and does basically 

nothing. If the value of 'code' is not zero, then the vector control calculations are 

executed. The flux and torque current controllers are executed using the method 

outlined in Appendix F. 7be outputs of the current controllers are the V I, d and V', 
q 

voltage demands which are limited to a value representing the maximum output 

voltage of the matrix converter. The voltage compensation described in Section 7.2 

is applied to the demand voltages, V', d and V', q by using the demand values for ýd, 

i., and frequency to modify the d and q axis voltage demands. This is achieved by 

using Equations 7.19 and 7.20 which are based on Equations 7.14 and 7.15, 

respectively. 

V 
,d=V 

Id 
- Co, (; L, I 

.q 
(7.19) 

V*. 
q = V1.4 + aL. + 

L-2 
', 

d 
(7.20) (01 

Lit 
) 

77he V*,, and V*,, reference voltages are then transformed to three-phase demand 

voltages, V*., V*., and V*,. to generate pulse widths using the Venturini algorithm. 

Tle inverse transformation is described in Appendix E. The third hannonic of the 

output voltage is calculated as outlined in Section 7.3.1. The rest of the process 

which consists of the pulse width calculation and counter control is sin0ar to that 

used for the slip control. The total execution time for this process is 430 pS including 

the time to load the counters. 
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7.6 Experimental Results 

A number of experimental tests have been performed to confmn the correct 

operation of the vector control implementation. Figure 7.7 shows the motor speed and 

current for a speed reversal from 1000 rpm to -1000 rpm with a torque current limit 

of 2.7 A (% 80 of rated torque). 71c motor in this instance was not loaded and the 

total load is the inertia of the motor itself and the load from the cooling fan attached 

to the rotor. Figure 7.8 illustrates the d-q axis currents and the speed for the same 

conditions. During the transient the torque current demand saturates and only comes 

out of saturation when the motor approaches the demanded speed. Figure 7.9 

demonstrates the regenerative operation of the matrix converter. In this case, the 

input voltage and current are shown for the speed reversal above. The regeneration 

starts at 53 mS where the input current changes its phase. Figure 7.10 illustrates the 

transient performance of the machine in acceleration mode from standstill to 1000 

rpm on no-load. 71e results in Figure 7.11 are for the same speed condition as Figure 

7.10 but with the machine driving the extra inertia (0.132 kgm') of a DC load 

machine and with the torque current limit increased to 2.9 A (90 %). The linear 

acceleration shows that the torque is held at its limiting value throughout the entire 

u=ienL Figure 7.12 and 7.13 show the corresponding d-q axis currents and speed 

for the same conditions in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11, respectively. As can be seen 

from Figure 7.13 the torque current, i,, stays at its maximum value until the speed 

reaches its dernand value. 

Figure 7.14 shows the input phase voltage and current of the converter at the 

rated output current when the induction motor operates on load. The phase shift is 

due to the low-pass filter which is used to filter the input current for monitoring 

purposes. 11c input displacement factor is in fact unity. The waveforms in Figure 

7.15 show the continuous operation of the converter in the naturally regenerative 

mode. A DC machine fed from a thyristor drive is used to drive the induction motor 

into regeneration. Figure 7.16 illustrates the transient performance of the system on 

load. In this case, the motor speed was increased from 500 rpm to 1000 rpm with % 
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60 of the rated torque. The steady-state torque current, ý, stays at the value which 
is required to drive the load. However. i. satmtes during the transient operation to 

accelerate the motor until the demand speed is reached. The transient performance 

of the motor for a speed reversal from 500 rpm to -500 rpm with load is shown in 

Figure 7.17.7be load is maintained at 60 % of the rated torque by the thyristor 

drive. The speed rapidly decelerates because of the load effect. The torque current, 

ý, q stays at the negative fimit until the speed reaches the demanded value, -500 rpm. 

However, after the trarisient operation i. returns close to its previous value since the 

drive is now regenerating. In fact during this transient the drive operates in all four- 

qu, adrants. SnaUy. Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show the steady-state motor line currents 

for rated torque at 23 Hz (700 rpm) in the regenerative mode and motoring mode 

respectively. 
7be contml system h= been tested with different torque current limits. The 

results have shown that the rate of acceleration for the system increases 

proportional. ly with the torque current limit. This is good evidence that the vector 

control strategy is working well. In the results given the d and q axis currents are 

filtered with a low-pass filter for demonstration purposes (cut-off frequency is 18 Hz) 

but, the control strategy uses unfiltered current measurements. 
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7.7 Conclusions 

A high performance vector-controlled matrix converter induction motor drive 

has been developed. Ilie indirect vector control technique was chosen because it 

could be implemented with a drive system which consists of an ordinary induction 

motor coupled with a speed encoder. The occam implementation of the vector control 

technique with the user interface has been presented. The steady-state and transient 

performance of the induction motor drive with load and without load under the vector 

control technique used has been demonstrated with experimental results. The results 

show that the d and q axis currents were well decoupled although on-line 

identification of the rotor time constant, T, has not been employed. The results also 

demonstrate the regenerative operation of the matrix converter in transient and 

steady-state. Ile torque component of the current, ýq was limited to ensure that the 

converter operates just under its current rating during transients. 



CHAPTER 8 
0 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Summary of the Work 

This thesis has discussed the design and implementation of a high 

performance vector-controlled matrix converter induction motor drive using transputer 

parallel processors. The Venturini PWM control algorithm has been analysed and 

implemented in real time on a transputer parallel processing network. This algorithm 

is capable of operating with sinusoidal input and output waveforms, whilst giving the 

intrinsic maximum output to input voltage ratio and enabling control of the input 

displacement factor. A scalar control algorithm which is based on the scalar 

comparison of the instantaneous input voltages has also been considered. The scalar 

algorithm also enables sinusoidal input currents to be drawn with adjustable input 

displacement factor. Both algorithms provide lagging or leading input displacement 

factor at the same angle as the load displacement factor, or any value in between 

these firnits including unity, with a limited range of voltage gain. 

A 3-phase to 3-phase prototype matrix converter rated at 2.5 kW has been 

constructed. The possible configurations of the bidirectional switch from 

unidirectional switching elements have been discussed and a series structure switch 

which has two devices in anti-series each with parallel diodes was used. This 

arrangement requires only one control signal and has a low forward voltage drop. 

Ile JGBT switching device has been chosen as the most appropriate controllable 

switch for the matrix converter by exarniiag the current state of semiconductor 

technology from the point of view of controllability and power handling. A gate drive 

circuit for isolated gate devices has been developed using pulse transformers. The 

circuit eliminates the need for the isolated power supply by using the inherent charge 
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storage capability of the device input capacitance. The drive circuitry has a low 

component count and operates successfully with a wide range of duty cycle. A small 

R-C snubber circuit connected across to each bidirectional switch has been designed 

to limit the device voltage to an appropriate level. Very good correlation between the 

analysis and measured results were obtained. However, the results have shown that 

this simple snubber arrangement causes high current stresses in the devices at turn-on 

and increases the total converter losses. 

The power losses in the converter have been analysed and calculated. It has 

been found that the snubber circuit results in a high power loss compared to the total 

semiconductor loss. The calculated value of the total power loss in the prototype 

converter has been verified by measurement. The efficiency of the converter has been 

measured as 89 % and it is understood that for better efficiency either the snubber 

need should be eliminated by employing soft switching techniques or a more 

sophisticated snubber circuit should be designed. An effective protection of the 

prototype converter against over voltage and current has been provided to ensure the 

converter reliability. The converter power circuit has been tested at various operating 

conditions using a passive R-L load and the experimental results have shown the 

correct operation of the converter. 

Transputer parallel processors were used to implement the matrix converter 

control algorithms. A suitable transputer network which can be easily modified to 

meet many diverse specifications for further research in this area has been designed 

along with the interface circuits, PWM generation and control. Two T800 transputers 

(INTEL) were found enough to implement the closed-loop control task for the matrix 

converter induction motor drive. Whilst one of the transputers performs the user 

interface and, speed measurements and control, the second executes the remaining 

part of the control task including voltage and current measurements and PWM 

calculations. The transputer network has been tested in open-loop by implementing 

both the Venturini algorithm and the scalar algorithm in real-time. Both algorithms 

give similar results with a passive R-L load. However, it has been found that the 

scalar algorithm is more sensitive to the input voltage measurements because of the 
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way in which the duty cycles are calculated for the switches. In addition, the real- 

time implementation of the scalar algorithm takes longer to compute than the 

Venturini algorithm. For these reasons, the Venturini modulation algorithm has been 

used in all control applications in this thesis. 

The constant V/F control strategy has been used to show the performance of 

the matrix converter driving an induction motor in open-loop. The drive system has 

been operated at rated, below rated and above rated speeds to verify its correct 

operation. In order to see the performance of the matrix converter induction motor 

drive in closed-loop control, a simple control system which provides constant V/F 

control using slip regulation has been implemented. The drive system has been tested 

in both motoring and regenerative modes for steady-state and transient operation. The 

results have shown that the speed reversal from 1500 rpm to -1500 rpm takes 500 

mS on no-load. The results also demonstrate the natural regenerative operation of the 

matrix converter. 

The flexibility of the transputer network has been demonstrated in this project 

by developing a vector-controlled matrix converter induction motor drive using the 

same experimental rig as the slip regulation technique. The experimental rig is able 

to perform either control techniques with no hardware modifications. The only 

requirement was to modify some of the software routines on Transputer 2 and minor 

modifications on Transputer 1. 

The indirect vector control technique was chosen for real-time implementation 

since the drive system used, which consists of an ordinary induction motor coupled 

with speed encoder, was suitable for this application. The performance of the drive 

system was demonstrated by the speed and current transients shown in the 

experimental results. In this control system the speed reversal from 1000 rpm to - 

1000 rpm takes 150 mS on no-load. The torque current limit was set just under the 

current rating of the prototype converter. However, various values of torque current 

limits were used to track the rate of acceleration for the system. It has been seen that 

the rate of acceleration increases proportionally with the torque current limit, which 

confirms the correct operation of the vector control strategy. A DC load machine fed 
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from a thyristor converter was used to demonstrate sustained regeneration and 

operation in all four quadrants of the torque-speed plane. 

8.2 Potential Applications and Future Work 

The high number of switching devices and the complicated protection 

requirements (because of the absence of freewheeling paths) in addition to the limited 

voltage ratio (q=0.866) of matrix converters makes it difficult for them to compete 

with inverters in the near future, although the matrix converter has many advantages 

over the inverter such as; four quadrant operation, sinusoidal input and output 

currents and controllable input displacement factor. However, the matrix converter 

may be used in the applications where the bulk of the drive becomes important and 

large capacitors are not desirable. The feature of unrestricted frequency changing of 

matrix converters can be applied to situations where a constant output frequency is 

required from an input supply with a variable frequency, for instance, generation of 

electricity from natural sources (eg wind turbines, wave power) [45] or the converter 

can be used to supply both AC or DC drives, by simply setting the output frequency 

to the desired frequency or zero, respectively. 

As future work, the matrix converter may be commercialized if a bidirectional 

switch is made in a single package including the gate drive circuit. In this case, the 

converter will require only nine switches in order to provide direct AC-AC 

conversion without the need for a DC link. A more sophisticated snubber design can 

be considered to minimize the total converter losses and increase the converter 

current rating using the same devices. 
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APPENDIX A 

SNUBBER LOSS 

One output phase of the matrix converter shown in Figure A. 1 is considered 

for the snubber loss calculations. It is assumed that the input voltages and the output 

current are constant during each switching sequence and all switching actions in the 

converter are ideal. 

R1 Ci 

01 

Figure A. 1 One Output Phase of the Matrix Converter 

Consider the situation in whichSA. has been closed for some time and has 

just opened. This moment is represented in Figure A. 2(a). In this condition aU 

switches remain open for a delay time, r. During this delay time the energy lost in 

each resistor is; 
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ER = Rc 
3 

12 
a 

- Rz 
9 

and the total energy lost, ER, during this condition is the sum of the energy losses in 

the resistors. 7lierefore; 

Ejj, = ER, + ER2 + ER3 

1.2 R 
3 

In the delay time the capacitor charges by an amount AV given by; 

AV = 
I. 
3C 

The condition just before SB. closes is shown in Figure A. 2(b). 

VA 

Va a/3 

1.13 

.! C- 
-0-7ý 

1,13 
- 

1. 

RI 
-OT 

RI V&A 

==I. - i i-- 
RS VCA 

ý is 

Figure A. 2 Equivalent Circuits for Snubber Loss Analysis 

VA 

(A. 1) 
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VA 

Rl Cl 
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While S., is closed shown in Figure A. 2(c) it is assumed that q gets completely 
discharged. Hence, all energy stored in q whenSB, iSfirst closed gets dissipated in 

R2. Therefore, energy lost in R, is; 

E=1C (V 
, R2 7 BA + AV)2 

While SB, is closed the current waveforms in RI, R2 and R3 are the same (as shown 

in Chapter 3) hence, the same energy is dissipated in R, and R3. Tberefore, the total 

energy dissipated in the resistors during this condition is three times energy loss in 

the resistor, R2; 

3C (V ER ý -i BA + äV)2 (A3) 

If the analysis is continued for one switching sequence, it is easy to show that 

the total energy dissipation, E, in the resistors during the three delay times within one 

switching sequence is the sum of the energy losses in each delay time. Therefore; 

J2 

R I. 2R 

The total energy dissipated in the resistors when each of the switches, S, S,,. or S,,, 

is closed during one switching sequence is; 

C[ (V 
AC + AV)2 + (V 

2 OA + &Vý2 + (VCB + AV)2 

22 E.. C[ (VAc + Vi2tt + VcB + 3AVI + 2AV(VAc + VBA + VcB) 
21 

but, 

VAC + VBA + VCB =0 

2222 Vý 
c+V; A + VýB =3 Vj 

where VL is the nns; value of the input line voltage. 

(A. 4) 

and therefore; 
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=32 C (3 Vý +3 AV) 

9C V2 
L9C, &V2 

22 

Substituting Equation A. 2 into Equation A. 5; 

9C V2 L 
12 T2 

E.. -+a 2- 2C 

(A. 5) 

Hence, the total energy lost in the part of the converter feeding output phase a during 

the sequence is; 

E=E, + E.. 

9C VL2 J2 f 
a E=1.2 R 'r +-+. 2 2C 

9CV2 2 le L E=1. (R T+' TP +2 

Where, 1. is the output current during the sequence. 

Tle total snubber loss of the entire converter in a particular sequence can be found 

by considering the other two output phases; 

.29c2 It 22 
Vý 

(R +"ýC-) Q. ' + lb2 +1, ) + 3.2 

but, 

1.2 + IbI 1,2 2 
+=3 1" 

where 1ý is the mis output current assurning the three output currents are sinusoidal 

and form a balanced 3-phase set. Hence, the total snubber loss in each sequence is 

constant and equals; 

2 T2 27 C VL2 

3 1. (RT +)+- 2C 2 
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Therefore, the total power loss in the snubbers is; 

V2 
p 

smsb 2- fs 3 1.2 (R + 
ý2 

+ 
27 CL 

I 

2C 21 
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Where; f, is the switching frequency. 
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OVER-CURRENT PROTECTION CIRCUIT 
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APPENDIX C 

SPECIFICATIONS AND SPEED 

MEASUREMENT 

C. 1 LEM Current Transducer 

Type 

Non-dnal Primary Current 

Ratio 

Accuracy 

Linearity 

Band Width 

Power Supply Range 

C. 2 HTP 25 Current Transducer 

Type 

Non-tinal, Primary Current 

Ratio 

Accuracy 

Linearity 

Band Width 

Power Supply Range 

C. 3 Voltage Transposer 

Type 

Max. Peak Input Voltage 

LEM LA 50-S/SP1 

50 A 

1: 2000 (used 3: 2000) 

0.5 % 

0.1% 

150 kHz 

± 15 V (± 5 %) 

Low proffle HT? 25 

25 A 

1: 1000 

0.5% 

0.1% 

100 kHz 

± 15 V (± 5 %) 

PSM 

±I kV 
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Fixed Ratio 1: 50 

Programmable Ratio R/5000 

Accuracy I% 

Linearity 0.1% 

Band Width d. c to 50 kHz 

Supply Voltage ± 15 V 

Input Impedance 5 MQ 

Output Impedance 75 Q 

CA Squirrel Cage Induction Motor 

161 

This motor was originally designed to operate at 415 V and was rewound for 

the project. The new ratings of the three phase, 50 Hz, 207 V, delta connected, 2.2 

M 1420 rpm squirrel cage induction motor are: 

R, = 2.75 il 

L, = 0.24 Q 

a=0.0979 

F., .=2.14 il 

4=0.244 H 

RF. = 600.3 Q 

C. 5 The Speed Encoder and Circuit Operation 

Type 

Pulses Per Revolution 

Supply Voltage Range 

Frequency Response 

Output Signals 

Output Format 

BEC 735 

2500 

5V to 24 V 

125 kHz 

ChA, ChB, ChZ (complementary pairs) 
Complementary pair using 88C30 

TrUCMOS line driver 
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Ile HCIL-2016 CMOS compatible chip is used to proceed the pulse trains 

on the encoder lines. These signals are input to the HCrL-2016 via DS88C20 CMOS 

compatible differential line receivers used to reduce noise interference. The HCTL- 

2016 provides a 16-bit count value with its direction. More information on this chip 

may be found in the data sheet [591. One of the advantages of this chip is that it 

multiplies the resolution of the signals by a factor of four (4x decoding) so that the 

encoder signals become 10000 ppr of the shaft. 
The control signals Q0, Q and Q2 from the controlling transputer shown in 

Figure 5.4 provide successive two-byte data reading from the HCTL-2016. The 

tin-dng diagram for the control signals are shown in Figure C. I. 

The OCCAM procedure executed every sample time, 500 PS for inputting the 

two-byte speed count value and calculating the speed is: 

SEQ - input speed 
EF 

counter := 10 

SEQ 

control. to. speed ! #00 ; #01 

speed. to. control ? msb 

control. to. speed ! #04 ; #05 

speed. to. control ? Isb 

control. to. speed ! #06 --reenable latch 

position := (msb << 8)\/(Isb) 

SEQ 

... Calculate speed 

... Filter speed 

counter 

TRUE 

counter := counter+1 

Once the position of the motor shaft is read from the encoder the "Calculate 
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speed" fold executes the speed calculation of the motor in revolution per minute 
(rpm). This is done by using the equation given below; 

speed = 
deltoposition 

_ 
(position-position. 1) (rps) 

ppr*t ppr*t 

Where; 

deltaposition : The position change on the shaft in 5 mS 

position : The updated value of the position 

position. 1 Mie last value of the position 

t Speed sample time (5 mS) 

ppr Pulses per revolution (10000) 

QO 

QI-zz __r--- 

Q2 - SEL 

leck 

Dwa bu 

Figure C. 1 Muning Diagram for Speed Input Board 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL BOARD 
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APPENDIX E 

TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS 

E. 1 Three to Two (3/2) Phase Transformation 

Ile instantaneous line quantities are transformed to the field orientated 

reference frame using a three to two phase transformation in the stator frame 

reference followed by a vector rotation from two-phase to two-axis field coordinates. 

The stator two-phase quantities are denoted by the subscripts (X and P. 

Transformation of the current vector is shown as an example. However, the equations 

are valid for any machine variables. 

Tie stator current vector is written as; 

T, = i. iei-10 + i,,, ej"Il' 
I 

ja 
+ J1 

jo 

Where; 

I+ jF3 
2 

ei4wa =-1_* 
F3 

2 J-2 

(E. 1) 

In Equation E. 1, real and imaginary terms are separated to obtain i,,,, and ý5 

currents. lbus-, 

F3 
Yb - 

2 

(E. 2) 

Transfonnation to field coordinates then follows as; 
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i, eA=q. - + jýd(cosO. - jsinO. ) + ji,, (E. 3) 

i. 
d i. cosO, + i,, sinO. (E. 4) 

i. 
q 

ýp cosO, - i,,,, sinO, 

E. 2 Two to Three (2/3) Phase Transformation 

Two to three phase transformation is achieved using the flux angle 

infon-nation as foHows; 

TA is = (I. + jisp) = Qsd + jQe 
i,. = ijosCý 

- ýqsinO. 

i. p = iqcosO. + i,. sinO, 

(E. 5) 

7lie two to three phase transformation is then obtained by solving Equation 

E. 2 together with i. + ib + i. =0; 

2. 'ad = 

+ 
F3 

(E. 6) 

iw = -- 

II--I 

-j sp F3 



APPENDIX F 

DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF LAPLACE 

COMPENSATION FUNCTIONS 

Tle discretisation of the Laplace transfer functions employed in this project 

was achieved using the Bilinear Transformation given in Equation F. l. 

S2 
(I-Z-') 

(F. 1) 
T (I +Z -1) 

Where; s: The Laplace operator 
V: A unit delay operator 

T: Ibe sampling time 

Discretisation of the original transfer function is accomplished by substituting 
Equation F. 1 into the Laplace equation and manipulating the resultant equation to 

give a transfer function for the current sampled signals in terms of previously 

sampled signals. The following definitions are required for the digitised transforms 

described: 

yl, : Current transfer function output 

e. : Current transfer function input 

y(k. 1) Previous transfer function output 

e(,,., ) Previous transfer function input 

F. 1 First Order Low-Pass Filter 

A simple first order low-pass filter is given by the Laplace transfer function; 

z(o 
e s+o) 

(F. 2) 

Where; co is the cut-off angular velocity 
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Substituting Equation F. 1 into Equation F-2; 

y+ 
(co-2/T )-']=e( (o (I +z (F. 3) 11 
rco+w 

ne resultant digital filter is thus implemented as; 

yk 2. - yo-1) 
(2/T-co )+ 

(e,, +e(, _, )) 
( co ) (F. 4) 

F. 2 Proportional Plus Integral (PI) Compensation 

7le Laplace transforrn for a PI controHer is given as-, 

Z S+CO (F. 5) 
es 

Substituting Equation F. 1 into Equation F. 5; 

ye 

(E 

- Z-1 
(F. 6) ((2/T+w) (2/T 

22 

Ile resultant digital PI controller is thus implemented as; 

" o)KT coKT Y(k )+ 
K+ ek- 

(K- 
e(k_, ) 

(F. 7) Yk -1 - 2)2 


